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ABSTRACT
The Standard Model of particle physics describes all known elementary particles and
their interactions. Despite its great experimental success, we know that the Standard Model
is not a complete description of Nature and therefore new phenomena should be observed
at higher energies. In the coming years the Large Hadron Collider will test the Standard
Model by colliding protons with center of mass energies of up to 14 TeV providing some of
the most stringent tests on the Standard Model.
Experimental searches for Dark Matter provide a complementary program to test physics
at the weak scale. In the near future new experimental data coming from direct detection
experiments, and from satellites and telescopes will drastically improve our sensitivity to
weak scale dark matter. This could lead to the first direct observation of dark matter, and
thus of physics beyond the Standard Model.
In this thesis I propose di↵erent extensions of the Standard Model and discuss their
experimental consequences. I first discuss models for Axigluons, which are spin one particles
in the adjoint representation of the SU(3) color gauge group. These models were motivated
by the measurement of higher than predicted forward-backward asymmetry in top quark
pair production at the Tevatron. I study di↵erent scenarios for Axigluon models that can
explain the Tevatron result and explore their signatures at the Large Hadron Collider.
vii
Second I discuss the implications of ultraviolet scale invariance for the Standard Model,
which has been advocated as a solution to the hierarchy problem. I show that in order to
solve the hierarchy problem with scale invariance, new physics is required not far from the
weak scale. In the last part of this thesis I propose a new model for dark matter, in which
dark matter is charged under a hidden non-Abelian gauge group. This leads to modifications
in the sensitivity of the usual experimental searches for dark matter in addition to distinct
signatures in the Cosmic Microwave Background and in Large Scale Structure data.
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11 Introduction
1.1 Overview
1.1.1 Overview
This thesis was written during a very interesting time in Particle Physics. In 2012, The Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) discovered the last missing piece of the Standard Model of Particle
Physics, the Higgs boson [5, 6]. This confirmed that the Standard Model (SM), which
was developed more than three decades ago [7–9], is a consistent description of elementary
particle physics that can be extrapolated up to the Planck Scale, where quantum gravity
must be taken into account.
The modern interpretation of the Standard Model is that it is an e↵ective field theory
which is valid description of physics beyond some cuto↵ energy scale at which new physics
appears. For energies near the Planck scale we know it must be replace by a more funda-
mental theory which includes quantum gravity e↵ects and at much lower energies it needs
to be modified to include dark matter. Despite the fact that we have no experimental evi-
dence for what the cuto↵ scale of the SM is, there are various theoretical motivations that
point to it being not far from the Weak scale (200 GeV). Two of the strongest motivations
for new physics near the Weak scale are the hierarchy problem in the Standard Model and
the WIMP (Weakly Interacting Massive Particle) miracle for dark matter, which will be
explained in the next subsections. On the other hand, departures from the SM could appear
at unexpected places as has been the case in the past, and thus it is important to make
sure that the di↵erent experiments are not missing potentially interesting signals.
There is a wealth of new data coming from the LHC, from various experiments searching
for dark matter and also from astrophysics and cosmology experiments. Up to this point
no sign of new physics has been seen, which has led the community to question the idea
of naturalness, which has been used as one of the main guides in building models of new
2physics in the past few decades. This new data has also probed a large fraction of the pa-
rameter space for weak scale dark matter without a convincing positive signal. In addition,
data from the Planck satellite combined with other astrophysical surveys have measured
the parameters of the Standard Cosmological Model (⇤CDM) to unprecedented precision,
providing a very good picture for the evolution of our universe.
In this thesis I study three di↵erent scenarios for physics beyond the Standard Model.
First I study Axigluon models, which were motivated by a longstanding discrepancy be-
tween the top quark forward-backward asymmetry measured at the Tevatron and the SM
predictions. Next I study the implications of solving the hierarchy problem by modifying
the SM in the ultraviolet such that it asymptotes a scale invariant theory. In the last part
of the thesis I study a new type of dark matter model, in which dark matter carries an addi-
tional non-Abelian hidden gauge interaction, which modifies the sensitivity of dark matter
searches and also leaves imprints in the Cosmic Microwave Background and in the matter
power spectrum.
1.1.2 Axigluons and the Top Quark Forward-Backward Asymmetry
The top quark (top for short) is the heaviest particle in the Standard Model, with a mass
around mt = 173 GeV. Because it is heavy the top decays before hadronization, allowing
us to distinguish it from other colored particles (gluons and all other quarks) produced in
a collider, which all appear as a jet (a spray of hadronic particles). Almost all top quarks
decay to a bottom quark and a positively chargedW boson (W+), while the anti-top decays
to an anti-bottom and a W . The W boson is also unstable and decays to a quark anti-
quark pair, which is called a hadronic decay, or to a lepton and a neutrino, called the
leptonic decay. If a top (or anti-top) decays to a lepton one can determine wether it was a
top or an anti-top by measuring the charge of the associated lepton.
The top quark forward-backward asymmetry is a measurement at a proton anti-proton
(pp¯) collider of the frequency in which a top is produced in the same direction as the
incoming proton as opposed to the direction of the anti-proton. The leading contribution
3to top quark pair production in a pp¯ collider, dominated by the diagram in Figure 1.1 at
the Tevatron, does not contribution to the asymmetry, which is generated by the next to
leading order (NLO) contributions.
g
q¯
q
t¯
t
Figure 1.1: Leading contribution to the tt¯ production at the Tevatron. At the same order
in QCD there are also other diagrams contributing to tt¯ production, but they have gluons
in the initial state and are suppressed by the gluon parton distribution functions at energies
above the production threshold.
This measurement has been performed by the CDF and D0 collaborations at the Teva-
tron accelerator. Both collaborations found a larger value for the asymmetry than the
Standard Model prediction with around 3  significance [10, 11]. This led to a large number
of proposals of extensions of the Standard Model that could explain the large asymmetry.
The best fit to the top data is obtained by a light Axigluon, which I proposed with M.
Schmaltz [12] as an explanation for the forward-backward asymmetry.
An axigluon is a spin one particle which is in the adjoint representation of the Quantum
Chromodynamics (QCD) gauge group, and that has a chiral coupling to quarks. Because
it is charged under QCD it has a very large pair production cross-section at a hadron
collider. In a paper with C. Gross, C. Spethmann and M. Schmaltz [13] I explored the
LHC signatures for axigluon models that could explain the large asymmetry measured at
the Tevatron. This work is described in Chapter 2 of this thesis, where I present a set of
four example models di↵ering in the way the axigluon decay to SM particles. Monte carlo
implementations of these models are publicly available in order to help experimentalist in
searches for axigluons at the LHC.
41.1.3 Scale Invariance in the Ultraviolet and Naturalness
The Naturalness argument is one of the main motivations for extensions of the Standard
Model. The usual argument is that if one calculates corrections to the Higgs mass squared
in perturbation theory one finds that these corrections depend on the cuto↵ squared. This
points to the fact that the Higgs mass operator, which is not protected by any symmetry
in the Standard Model, is highly sensitive to ultraviolet (high energy) physics. Given this
sensitivity, it is expected that the Higgs mass itself should be proportional to the cuto↵,
unless there is very finely tuned cancelations between the mass parameter and the higher
order corrections that yield a mass parametrically smaller than the cuto↵.
There is no reason to expect such a conspiracy between the actual mass parameter and
the corrections to the Higgs mass, which are proportional to the various couplings between
the Higgs and other SM particles, and this has been named the Hierarchy problem. A large
theoretical e↵ort has gone into trying to make the low value of the Higgs mass “natural”,
generally by embedding the Standard Model in a theory with extra symmetries that protect
the Higgs mass. The most compelling solutions invoke either supersymmetry (see e.g. [14])
or compositeness (see e.g. [15]). In both cases new colored particles are required with masses
close to the Higgs mass. Such particles are one of the main targets of LHC searches. The
results from run 1 of the LHC have placed strong bounds on such colored particles, leaving
little space for supersymmetry or composite models as solutions to the Hierarchy problem.
This has led many people to search for new solutions to the Hierarchy problem. An idea
that has received a lot of attention is to evoke scaling symmetry as a protection mechanism
to the Higgs mass [16]. The idea is that if the Standard Model is approximately scale
invariant, with scaling symmetry being restored in the ultraviolet, than the Higgs mass,
which explicitly breaks scale invariance, would be protected from cuto↵ sensitivity by this
symmetry.
The Standard Model, even if the Higgs mass is set to zero, is not scale invariant. A
manifestation of this is the running of the couplings. Therefore, in order to evoke scale
5invariance as a solution to the Hierarchy problem, one would need all couplings in the
Standard Model to approach fixed points at high energies, such that the model asymptotes
a scale invariant theory. In Chapter 3, I discuss the physical consequences of such a scenario
and show that in order to solve the Hierarchy problem it requires departures from the SM
not far from the weak scale. This Chapter is based on a paper written in collaboration with
M. Schmaltz and W. Skiba [17].
1.1.4 Non-Abelian Dark Matter
We know that the particles in the Standard Model is correspond to only one fifth of the
energy content in matter in the Universe. The remaining energy is in the form of a non-
luminous component which we call dark matter (DM). We have overwhelming evidence
for dark matter, coming from independent measurements ranging from analysis of galactic
rotation curves to precision analysis of the Cosmic Microwave Background. On the other
hand, all the evidence for dark matter comes from its gravitational e↵ects and thus we know
very little about it except for information on its energy density and that it does not interact
significantly with light.
A very appealing class of models for dark matter models is that DM is a WIMP (Weakly
Interacting Massive Particle). As the name suggest, in this models dark matter is a massive
particle whose interaction cross-section with the Standard Model particles is similar to typ-
ical Weak scale interaction cross-sections. In the early Universe, when temperatures where
much higher than the Weak scale, such interactions are large enough to keep dark matter
at chemical and kinetic equilibrium with the Standard Model plasma. As the temperature
drops due to the expansion it eventually becomes smaller than the dark matter mass. At
this point the dark matter number density starts dropping exponentially,
n  / exp( M /T ).
If this process continued indefinitely the dark matter abundance would be completely
depleted today and would not be able to account for the e↵ects we have observed unless
6it was produced through some other mechanism. This depletion takes place through the
annihilation process DM DM ! SM SM, which is proportional to the DM number density
and hence becomes exponentially suppressed once the temperature drops below the dark
matter mass. Once the rate for this process becomes small compared to the relevant time
scale, which is given by the Hubble expansion rate H, the number density of dark matter
freezes-out and is only diluted by the expansion of the universe (which changes the volume
of a given region but not the number of dark matter in a given region). For a wide range
of masses and annihilation cross-sections the abundance of dark matter today if it was
produced via thermal freeze-out is approximately given by [18]
⌦DMh
2 ⇠ 10
 37cm2
h viannih , (1.1)
where ⌦DM is the ratio of the energy density in dark matter today divided by the critical
density ⇢crit = 3H2/8⇡G and h is a dimensionless measure of the Hubble constant today,
H0 = 100h km sec
 1Mpc 1. One interesting consequence of Eq. 1.1 is that the energy
density is approximately determined by just the annihilation cross-section of DM into SM
at the time of freeze-out. A surprising result is that for dark matter with mass around the
weak scale (M  ⇠ 100GeV), and with typical weak interaction cross-section   ⇠ ↵2w/M2 ,
Eq. refeq:intro-freeze-out predicts a dark matter abundance of roughly the same size as
what has been measured experimentally. This is such a surprising result that it has been
named the “WIMP miracle”.
In Chapter 4, I propose a new kind of WIMP model, in which DM is charged under the
SU(2)w gauge group and also charged under a non-Abelian hidden SU(N) gauge group. I
study the case in which this hidden SU(N) is unbroken and has a confinement scale that
is much smaller than the current temperature of the universe. In this limit the dark gauge
bosons associated with this gauge group correspond to new relativistic degrees of freedom
in the universe. I first discuss how the e↵ects of this extra gauge interactions change the
sensitivity of di↵erent experiments searching for WIMP dark matter. Second, I discuss the
imprints left by the dark gauge boson in the Cosmic Microwave Background and how this
7constraints the model. I also explore the e↵ects of the interactions between the dark gauge
bosons and dark matter in the dark matter power spectrum. This chapter is based on a
paper in preparation done in collaboration with M. Buen-Abad and M. Schmaltz.
82 Light axigluon explanation of the Tevatron tt¯ asymmetry
and multijet signals at the LHC
2.1 Introduction
The forward-backward asymmetry AFB as measured in top quark pair production at the
Tevatron continues to disagree with QCD predictions [19–22]. The asymmetry has been seen
in events where only one of the top quarks decays leptonically and in events where both top
and anti-top decay leptonically. Combining the single-lepton D0 analysis [10] of 5.4 fb 1 of
data with CDF’s single-lepton analysis [11] of 8.7 fb 1 and CDF’s dilepton analysis [23] of
5.3 fb 1 we obtain1 AFB = 0.185±0.037 for the “unfolded” (parton level) asymmetry. This
is 3.2   larger than the NLO QCD and electroweak prediction of AFB = 0.066 obtained
in [11] using POWHEG. Focusing on the dependence of the asymmetry on the invariant
mass of the top pairs or their distribution in rapidity [25, 26] one obtains 3   deviations
without the need to combine experiments. Altogether it appears very unlikely that the tt
asymmetry at the Tevatron is due to statistical fluctuations. Standard Model predictions
from di↵erent NLO event generators vary by amounts which are much smaller than the
experimental errors, and NNLO as well as nonperturbative corrections are expected to be
smaller yet. However, since the asymmetry first arises at NLO a reliable understanding of
the theory errors requires a NNLO calculation which is currently in progress.
Axigluons [12, 20, 27–34] with a mass in the range from 100 to 400 GeV can explain
the asymmetry. Such light axigluons appear to be the “last man standing”2 of the large
number of models (see e.g. [39–41] for an overview of the models and an extensive list of
1We used the method of [24] for combining the results and ignored correlations in systematic errors by
adding statistic and systematic errors in quadrature.
2Recently, the authors of [35, 36] asserted that a complex Z0 [37] coupling to up- and top-quarks can also
explain the tt¯ asymmetry and is consistent with all other constraints. The high energy tail of tt¯ production
predicted by such Z0 models di↵ers significantly from SM predictions, but it is consistent with current LHC
measurements [38] which have large statistical uncertainties.
9the original references). Other models have di culty obtaining a large asymmetry at the
Tevatron while remaining consistent with constraints from the total tt¯ cross sections at the
Tevatron and LHC, from the invariant mass spectrum of the tt¯ cross sections, from bounds
on single top and same-sign top production at the LHC, from the dijet cross section at the
Tevatron, and from precision low-energy measurements such as atomic parity violation [42].
In this chapter we first review the current status of tt data in the context of a phe-
nomenological light axigluon model (in Section 2.2). We find that the model fits all tt data
very well. This encourages us to take the model more seriously and discuss constraints from
other experiments. The most significant constraints come from pair production of axigluons
at the LHC as we show in Section 2.3. Assuming that axigluons predominantly decay to
quark-antiquark pairs one obtains a 4-jet final state with two dijet resonances of equal mass.
This final state has been searched for by both ATLAS [2, 3] and CMS [4] and axigluons in
the entire mass range from 100-400 GeV are ruled out. The beauty of this search is that it
is independent of the strength and flavor structure of the axigluon coupling to fermions. It
only assumes that axigluons are produced via QCD from initial state gluons (as required
by QCD) and that they decay predominantly to quarks of any of the 5 light flavors (the
searches did not require or exclude b-quarks). Axigluons of mass > 2mt could also predom-
inantly decay to top quark pairs if the coupling to top quarks is enhanced. However the
axigluon pair production cross section is so large (10s of pb for a 400 GeV axigluon at the
7 TeV LHC) that the resulting 4 top quark final state would have been seen, for example
in CMS’ same sign top search [43, 44].
Thus to save the light axigluon explanation of the tt¯ asymmetry we must postulate that
axigluons do not predominantly decay to dijets but instead decay to a new final state which
has not been looked for or is very di cult to distinguish from backgrounds. Axigluons
carry color, therefore the decay necessarily involves jets. In fact, it should involve only jets
because any other particles in the final state (leptons, photons, missing ET ) would make the
signal too easy to detect. And since decays to dijets are ruled out by the above-mentioned
searches we are led to consider models in which the axigluon decays to three or more jets.
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This can only dominate over the dijet decays if axigluons first undergo a two-body decay
to intermediate resonances which then further decay to the final jets. The existence of such
intermediate resonances with large couplings to axigluons is not far-fetched in axigluon
models with small couplings to quarks. In fact, to obtain these small couplings one must
introduce additional vector-like quarks for the SM quarks to mix with, and in the limit
where the SM quarks couple weakly to the axigluon the new quarks couple strongly. Thus
light axigluon models naturally contain additional particles which can catalyze the axigluon
decays to multi-jet final states. The details of the spectrum of the new particles are model
dependent and it is interesting to look for the most important possibilities.
In Section 2.4 we define four consistent axigluon models which cover the most important
axigluon decay topologies. We outline their multijet signatures and discuss current bounds.
We find that there are several possibilities for a large multi-jet signal to be observed in
the near future. To facilitate the study of our models we provide [45] MadGraph [46]
implementations created with FeynRules [47].
2.2 Phenomenological light axigluon model and tt data
The relevant parameters of our phenomenological axigluon model for the tt¯ asymmetry are
the axigluon mass mA and width  A and the products of its couplings to the light quarks
(gqV , g
q
A) and to the top quark (g
t
V , g
t
A). In the center of mass frame and at tree level, the
partonic qq ! tt¯ di↵erential cross section including the interference between gluon and
axigluon is
d (qq ! tt¯)
d cos ✓
=
 
144⇡s
⇢
g4s(1 + c
2 +
4m2t
s
)
 
+
2s(s m2A)
(s m2A)2+m2A 2A

gqV g
t
V g
2
s(1 + c
2 +
4m2t
s
) + 2gqAg
t
Ag
2
s c
 
+
s2
(s m2A)2+m2A 2A

((gqV)
2+(gqA)
2){(gtV)2(1+c2+
4m2t
s
)+
(gtA)
2(1+c2  4m
2
t
s
)}+ gqV gqAgtV gtA 8c
  
(2.1)
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Figure 2.1: New Physics contribution to the parton-level forward-backward asymmetry
AFB at the Tevatron as a function of ↵A for four di↵erent axigluon masses. Also shown
are the one and two sigma bands obtained by combining the CDF and D0 measurements
AFB = 0.185± 0.037 and subtracting a SM contribution of ASMFB = 0.066.
where   ⌘p1 4m2t /s. The asymmetric term proportional to c ⌘   cos ✓ in the interference
of the axigluon with the gluon (second line) requires non-vanishing axial couplings gqA, g
t
A.
Vectorial couplings predominantly contribute to the symmetric part of the cross section
and are strongly constrained by the good agreement of the measured cross section with SM
predictions. We therefore choose purely axial couplings to both light and heavy quarks.3
The axigluon width is important in determining the observability of the axigluon as a
resonance in dijets at the Tevatron or UA1 and UA2. For tt¯ production the width is
relevant only when mA > 2mt so that top quarks can be produced on resonance. Since
we are interested in axigluon masses both below and above the tt¯ threshold we choose a
large width  A = 0.1mA for all of our reference points. The remaining parameters which
determine the tt¯ cross section and asymmetry at the Tevatron (and LHC) are then the
product of the axial couplings to light and heavy quarks ↵A = g
q
Ag
t
A/4⇡ and the axigluon
mass mA.
3This restriction, gqV = g
t
V = 0, can be relaxed. Small vectorial couplings do not significantly change the
multijet phenomenology which is the main focus of this chapter. Large vectorial couplings are disfavored by
the good agreement of tt cross section shape with SM predictions as well as precision fits [42, 48].
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In Figure 2.1 we show the predicted New Physics (NP) contribution to the tt¯ asymmetry
ANPFB at the Tevatron as a function of ↵A for 4 representative axigluon masses mA =
100, 200, 300, 400 GeV. The asymmetry is linear in ↵A as long as ANPFB . 15%, and large
asymmetries can be obtained for moderate values of the couplings. A good fit (1 sigma) to
the Tevatron data requires a NP contribution to the asymmetry between 8 and 16%. The
asymmetry was calculated using MadGraph/MadEvent 5, as were all further calculations
in the remainder of the chapter unless otherwise stated.
At the LHC tt production exhibits a small forward-central asymmetry, usually called
“charge asymmetry” AC . In the axigluon model ANPFB at the Tevatron and A
NP
C at the
LHC are linear in ↵A and therefore the predictions for the two asymmetries are also linearly
related for small enough ↵A. Figure 2.2 shows this correlation for four di↵erent axigluon
masses. Also shown are lines indicating the boundaries of the 1  preferred values for the
asymmetries as measured at the Tevatron and LHC. For the LHC number we combined
the CMS single-lepton measurement (with 4.9 fb 1) [1] and the combined single-lepton
(1.04 fb 1) plus dilepton (4.71 fb 1) result from ATLAS [49]. The colored areas correspond
to the 68% and 95% preferred regions from our fit to the combined LHC and Tevatron
measurements. The plot shows that axigluons with any mass in the range considered are
consistent with asymmetry data at the 1  level for appropriately chosen ↵A.
For further comparison with other data we choose four reference axigluon models with
masses 100, 200, 300, 400 GeV and choose axigluon couplings ↵A (see Table 2.1) which
produce 10% asymmetry from NP at the Tevatron. These models can now be tested against
other tt¯ data from the Tevatron and LHC. Columns 4 and 5 of the Table show the NP
contributions to the tt¯ cross section at the Tevatron and the LHC respectively. In all
cases, the new contributions to the cross sections are much smaller than the experimental
uncertainties of the cross section measurements of about ±0.5 pb for the Tevatron [50, 51]
and ±5 pb for the LHC [52, 53]. Note that since our axigluon is light, the cross section
enhancement is almost universal over the full range of tt invariant masses so that the shape
of the cross section d /dMtt does not give interesting constraints on the model.
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Figure 2.2: The LHC charge asymmetry and the Tevatron forward-backward asymmetry
predicted in four axigluon models. The vertical and horizontal lines correspond to the the
1   boundaries of the experimentally preferred asymmetries for the Tevatron and LHC (see
text). The shaded regions are preferred at 68% (green) and 95% (yellow) confidence level
in a fit to the combined Tevatron and LHC measurements.
In order to increase its discriminating power, CMS also measured the charge asymmetry
binned by the rapidity of the tt¯ center of mass |ytt|. In Figure 2.3 we show the prediction
for this di↵erential asymmetry due to a 200 GeV axigluon added to the NLO Standard
Model contribution compared with the experimental result [1]. There is a substantial in-
crease in the predicted asymmetry for high |ytt¯| which can be understood from the higher
percentile of qq¯ initial states in this kinematical region. The error bars are still too large
to conclude anything definite, but given the large di↵erence between the central value of
the experimental result and the prediction, the charge asymmetry at high ytt¯ will become
a very interesting discriminator [54–56] for our model in the future.
Finally, two additional independent tt physics observables which are sensitive to NP are
two distinct FB asymmetries of the leptons produced in top decays. The FB asymmetry of
leptons from events with large tt¯ invariant mass is sensitive to the chirality of the produced
top quarks [57], whereas the FB asymmetry of leptons from tt¯ pairs produced near threshold
is sensitive to NP with chiral couplings to the initial quarks in the colliding protons [58].
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mA/GeV ↵A ANPC  
NP
Tev/pb  
NP
LHC/pb
100 0.018 0.016 0.06 0.2
200 0.015 0.016 0.05 0.2
300 0.010 0.016 0.04 0.2
400 0.012 0.018 0.37 1.4
Table 2.1: Axigluon coupling strength and NP contributions to top physics in four axigluon
models. Each model produces a NP contribution to the tt¯ asymmetry of 10% at the Teva-
tron. The Table gives the NP contribution to the LHC charge asymmetry, Tevatron tt¯ cross
section and LHC tt¯ cross section.
The light axigluon model is in good agreement with the Tevatron data for both [11, 26].
2.3 Constraints from axigluon pair production at the LHC
In this Section we consider recent constraints from ATLAS and CMS which looked for
pair-production of heavy resonances with subsequent decays to pairs of dijets. As we will
see, these searches are very powerful in the case of the axigluon because the axigluon
pair production cross section is enormous. It is enhanced by color and spin factors and is
significantly larger than—for example—the pair production cross section of squarks, quarks,
or even gluinos of the same mass. The cross section is largely model independent because
it is dominated by gluon-gluon scattering gg ! AA (see Fig. 2.5) which is uniquely fixed
by gauge invariance and unitarity.4
The Lagrangian describing the relevant couplings of the axigluon to gluons is
L =  1
2
tr (DµA⌫  D⌫Aµ)2 +m2Atr (AµAµ) + i  gs tr (Gµ⌫ [Aµ, A⌫ ]) , (2.2)
where DµA⌫ = @µA⌫  igs[Gµ, A⌫ ], Aµ is the axigluon field, gs the strong coupling constant,
Gµ the gluon and Gµ⌫ is the gluon field strength. In addition, there can be three- and four-
axigluon couplings which are not needed for axigluon pair production from gluon-gluon
4In addition to initial state gluons, there is also a contribution from quark anti-quark collisions (see
Figure 2.6). However the latter is much smaller for all but the largest axigluon masses and we will ignore
this process for the discussion in this Section.
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Figure 2.3: Di↵erential charge asymmetry at the LHC as a function of the tt¯ center of mass
rapidity (data with 1   errors taken from [1]). The green dashed line corresponds to the
QCD prediction at NLO, and the red dotted line is our prediction including the contribution
of the 200 GeV axigluon from Table 2.1.
collisions. Renormalizable couplings with two gluons and a single axigluon are forbidden by
SU(3)color gauge invariance. Loops of heavy particles can generate such couplings contained
in dimension 6 operators. They are suppressed by a loop factor and heavy masses and we
will neglect them.
Notice that beside the usual kinetic term for a colored vector field and the axigluon mass
in Eq. 2.2, there is another renormalizable operator coupling gluons and axigluons given
by the third term. Gauge invariance under ordinary color allows an arbitrary value for its
coe cient  , however unitarity of axigluon pair production amplitudes requires   = 1 [59].
To understand this, note that the calculation of the amplitude for production of massive
vector bosons involves terms which grow with the scattering energy. In a consistent unitary
theory these terms cancel due to the underlying spontaneously broken gauge invariance.
This cancellation requires the coe cient   = 1. The presence of the  -term can also be
seen very easily in a weakly coupled UV completion of the axigluon model with the gauge
symmetry breaking pattern SU(3)1 ⇥ SU(3)2 ! SU(3)color. Here the  -term simply arises
from rewriting the gauge boson kinetic terms of the mass eigenstates. More generally,
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Figure 2.4: Axigluon pair production cross section from gluon initial states at the 7 TeV
LHC as a function of the axigluon mass for   = 1 (solid) and   = 0 (dashed). Also shown are
the upper bounds on this cross section obtained by ATLAS [2, 3] and CMS [4] which apply
if axigluons decay with 100% branching fraction to dijets. The latter has been unfolded
by comparing the cross-section times acceptance for coloron (axigluon) pair production
presented in the analysis with our axigluon pair production cross-section calculated with
MadGraph/MadEvent 5.
deviations from   = 1 are consistent with unitarity if they arise at the loop level or in the
presence of additional massive colored particles contributing to the gg ! AA process. We
discuss the constraints imposed by unitarity on consistent axigluon models in Appendix C.
For the remainder of the chapter we will use   = 1 for our plots.
Interestingly, while the  -term suppresses the unphysical growth of scattering amplitudes
in the UV, it enhances the amplitude near threshold where most of the cross section lies.
Thus the total axigluon pair production cross section at the LHC is considerably enhanced
by the  -term as can be seen in Figure 2.4. This cross section is very large. For comparison,
the cross section for axigluon pairs is only about factor of 5 below the total QCD dijet cross
section (with a cut on jet pT equal to mA).
Also shown in Figure 2.4 are bounds on the axigluon pair production cross section from
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three analyses at ATLAS and CMS. The bounds apply only to the case where the axigluon
decays predominantly to dijets. The two ATLAS analyses focus on events with 4 hard jets
and form the invariant masses of all possible combinations of jet pairs. Keeping only events
in which the invariant masses of the two pairs of dijets are similar to each other one can
enhance signal over background su ciently. The 2010 ATLAS [2] analysis with 36 pb 1
takes advantage of the low instantaneous luminosity and low jet pT triggers of the 2010
LHC run to search for light dijet resonances in the mass range from 100 to 200 GeV. The
recent analysis of 4.6 fb 1 of data from 2011 [3] uses a similar technique with higher jet
thresholds. It is sensitive to axigluon masses from 150 GeV to 350 GeV. Finally, the CMS
analysis [4] looked for pair-produced dijet resonances in events with 4 hard jets (ET > 150
GeV) and employed a “diagonal cut” [60] in order to enhance signal to background. The
CMS analysis is sensitive to axigluon masses from 320 GeV to 580 GeV. Each of the three
analyses excluded cross sections well below the axigluon one, and combining limits from all
three analyses covers the axigluon mass range from 100 GeV to 580 GeV. Thus the simplest
version of the light axigluon model with no new light particles below the axigluon mass is
ruled out even when allowing for flavor non-universal axigluon couplings to quarks.
In the next Section we will discuss how these constraints can be evaded by opening
up new axigluon decay channels with large branching fractions into multiple jets. This
suppresses the branching fraction to dijets and creates new possibilities for discovering the
axigluon in multijet resonance searches.
For completeness we now list other constraints on axigluon models which are indepen-
dent of the above mentioned dijet resonance pair searches. However we emphasize that the
dijet resonance pair searches alone are su cient to rule out axigluons decaying to dijets.
• Dijets: Axigluons can be singly produced as an s-channel resonance decaying into
quark-antiquark pairs. If the axigluon is su ciently narrow it would lead to a clearly
visible resonance in the dijet invariant mass spectrum. Assuming that there are no
new decay channels for the axigluon, and assuming flavor-universal couplings to quarks
the axigluon width  A = 5/(24⇡)g2AmA is negligible compared with experimental
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Figure 2.5: Diagrams contributing to axigluon pair production from initial state gluons: (a)
gluon s-channel, (b) axigluon t-channel, (c) 4-point interaction.
resolution. Then the dijet searches by UA2 [61] and CDF [62] rule out axigluons with
the necessary couplings to explain the tt¯ asymmetry for all masses from 140 to 400
GeV. The dijet bounds can be evaded by reducing the couplings to first generation
quarks and increasing the coupling to top quarks. We discuss dijet bounds in more
detail in Appendix B.
• Precision low energy measurements: Axigluon couplings to quarks are also constrained
by loop corrections to the Z coupling to quarks. These constraints are only significant
for the smallest axigluon masses near 100 GeV [48]. Another potential constraint [42]
derives from axigluon loop corrections to the Z coupling to quarks as measured in
atomic parity violation. The couplings in our model are too small to give a significant
e↵ect.
• Decays to b-quarks: In the case of flavor non-universal axigluon couplings one might
expect enhanced branching fractions to bottom quarks. CDF [63] has performed a
search for a similar final state motivated by Higgs production in association with
additional b-quarks. Assuming 100% branching fraction of axigluons to b quark pairs
we find that the CDF study can be used to rule out masses up to 250 GeV.
2.4 New axigluon decay channels and multijets
In this Section we explore the possibility that the axigluon is broad because it has new
decay channels with large partial widths. The cross section for pair production of axigluons
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Figure 2.6: Diagrams contributing to axigluon pair production from a qq¯ initial state: (a)
gluon s-channel, (b) SM quark t-channel, (c) heavy quark t-channel, and (d) axigluon s-
channel. All four diagrams have to be included with appropriately chosen axigluon couplings
to preserve unitarity.
of mass mA is only about an order of magnitude smaller than the huge QCD dijet cross
section with jet transverse momenta pT > mA. Therefore these new decay channels have
to be very di cult to detect or buried in QCD background to not have been ruled out
already. This eliminates significant branching fractions to final states with leptons, photons
or missing energy, and leaves decays to jets as the only realistic possibility. Figure 2.7 shows
the cross section for axigluon pair production at the LHC with 8 TeV center of mass energy.
It is dominated by the model independent gg ! AA process, with the qq initiated process
contributing only about 10%. If the qq ! AA process is included in event generations care
must be taken to employ a consistent unitary model including all diagrams in Figure 2.6
(see Appendix C). For all axigluon masses between 100 and 400 GeV the cross section at
the LHC is very large, producing 109   106 events in the 2012 run. Thus if the signal can
be isolated from QCD backgrounds the axigluon should be observable in multijets.
In the previous section we discussed axigluon decays to dijets and showed that axigluons
which decay predominantly to dijets are ruled out over the entire mass range of interest.
Here we focus on axigluons which decay preferentially to 3, 4, or 6 jets, giving events with
6-12 jets from axigluon pair production. Discovering or ruling out the axigluon is a matter
of systematically eliminating the possible decay topologies. To this end we define four
“simplified models” intended to study the four most “reasonable” decay topologies. The
models are distinguished by di↵erent axigluon decay topologies which result from di↵erent
intermediate particles through which the decay can proceed. We define the couplings of
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Figure 2.7: Axigluon pair production cross section at the 8 TeV LHC. Shown is the cross
section with   = 1 (solid) and   = 0 (dashed). In both cases the cross section is dominated
by the process gg ! AA but includes the smaller qq ! AA. The cross sections have been
computed in the parity symmetric model of Appendix A with heavy quark masses set to
150 GeV, gA = 0 and gmixed = gs.
the new particles and the axigluon as coe cients in an e↵ective Lagrangian. Finally, we
discuss collider signatures of each model and point out where existing searches already limit
the allowed parameter space. For simplicity and for ease of comparison we assume 100%
branching ratios to the selected final states. MadGraph implementations for each of the
models are provided here [45]. UV-complete models which serve as explicit examples for
the scenarios described here and demonstrate their consistency are presented in Appendix
A.
Finally, before we discuss the models and the signatures of pair production of axigluons
at the LHC we comment on single production of axigluons at the Tevatron via qq ! A. If
the axigluon predominantly decays to 3, 4 or 6 jets as postulated here one should also be
able to see it as a resonance in 3, 4, or 6 jet events at the Tevatron. While a simple multi-
jet resonance search is straightforward (one looks for a resonance in the total invariant
mass spectrum of multijet events) we are not aware of any public results 5 except for a
5The dijet search from CDF [62] includes multijet events in the data because the analysis does not veto
additional jets. However only the two leading jets are used to form the invariant mass which leads to
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preliminary analysis from D0 [64] using 0.7 fb 1 and focusing on resonances above 400
GeV. For the case of flavor-universal axigluon couplings to quarks we expect that if any
such resonance searches were performed at the Tevatron they could rule out axigluons in
all of our models, at least for the heavier masses that we consider. For the lightest masses
of order 100 GeV the jet-pT thresholds at the Tevatron may already be too high. We urge
that such multijet resonance searches at the Tevatron will be carried out and published as
they would lead to strong limits. However, by allowing non-universal couplings it is possible
to reduce the coupling to light quarks and reduce the single axigluon cross section by as
much as two orders of magnitude. This would allow the multijet resonance to hide in the
QCD background.
In the following, we return to discussing pair production at the LHC (and Tevatron).
It is much more di cult to identify the resonances in pair production due to combinatoric
backgrounds. However pair production has the big advantage that the cross section is model
independent with no parameters which can be tuned to suppress it.
Scenario A, eight jets with scalar intermediate resonances
Figure 2.8: Axigluon decay to two scalar (or pseudoscalar) color-octets with subsequent
decay to four gluons.
In this scenario there is a color-octet of scalars ⇡ = ⇡aT a with masses m⇡ < mA/2
with strong couplings to axigluons so that axigluons decay predominantly to pairs of these
significant smearing and reduction of the reconstructed masses, and no significant bounds can be obtained.
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scalars. The ⇡a further decay to pairs of gluons. Thus axigluon pair production leads to
final states with eight jets with the resonance structure shown in Figure 2.8. This model is
nice in that it has a simple signature and it is easy to construct consistent models with the
necessary couplings. A drawback is that the introduction of the color-octet scalars is ad hoc.
The scalars of this model can also be searched for directly through QCD pair production
with subsequent decay to 4 jets. Existing searches do not exclude masses below 100 GeV
down to 10s of GeV if the scalar carries no electroweak quantum numbers and has only
small couplings to quarks. Above 100 GeV only a small mass window around 140 GeV is
allowed by the aforementioned ATLAS search [3].
Lagrangian
The Lagrangian describing the couplings of the scalar to axigluons Aaµ and gluons G
a
µ is
L = 1
2
(Dµ⇡)a (Dµ⇡)
a +  Af
abcAaµ⇡
b(Dµ⇡)c +
g2s
16⇡2⇤
tr (⇡Gµ⌫G
µ⌫) , (2.3)
where (Dµ⇡)
a = @µ⇡a + gsfabcGbµ⇡
c and Gµ⌫ = @µG⌫   @⌫Gµ   igs[Gµ, G⌫ ] is the gluon
field strength. The coupling constant  A must be at least of order 1 so that axigluon decay
to scalars dominates over decay to quarks. The mass parameter ⇤ determines the scalars’
decay width to gluons. In a UV completion it may correspond to the mass of new vector-like
fermions, and the operator tr (⇡Gµ⌫Gµ⌫) is generated when integrating out these fermions.6
Phenomenology
How the multi-jet signal materializes depends on the relative mass of the axigluon and the
scalar. In order for the axigluon decays to scalars to dominate over decay to quarks the
scalar must be significantly lighter than half the axigluon mass. On the other hand, for
m⇡ . mA/8 the opening angle between the two gluon jets from each scalar decay becomes
so small that the jets merge. Then the 8 gluon final state would be observed as 4 jets and
6Several modifications of this simple model are possible. Instead of the scalar we could have a pseudoscalar
which couples to gluons as tr
⇣
⇡Gµ⌫ eGµ⌫⌘. The scalar or pseudoscalar may also decay to quark anti-quark
pairs, and one would expect the heaviest accessible quarks, the b-quarks, to dominate.
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the CMS and ATLAS bounds in Figure 2.4 apply. Thus for this model to be viable scalar
masses must lie roughly between 1/8 and 1/2 of mA.
Given the large cross section there are several options for probing this model. Perhaps
the most straightforward is to look for a threshold feature at twice the axigluon mass in final
states with large numbers of jets. An alternative would be to make use of the resonance
structure of the events and identify resonances in 2 or 4 jet invariant mass distributions
corresponding to the scalars and axigluons.
A search of the former kind which could potentially be sensitive to axigluon pair produc-
tion is the CMS Black hole search [65]. Here one looks for an enhanced rate of multi-jet final
states at large invariant masses or large ST . The publicly available analysis is not sensitive
to axigluon pair production near threshold for the axigluon masses of interest because of
high jet-pT thresholds and a focus on very large ST > 1.8 TeV. However one might still
see an enhancement of the cross section at the highest energies due to the large tail of the
axigluon pair production cross section. This is more di cult than looking for the threshold
bump because it requires a theoretical prediction of the QCD background. Another issue
is that the number of jets observed depends on the relative size of jet-pT cuts, the axigluon
and scalar masses and typically some jets are lost. On the other hand, the number of jets
can also exceed 8 due to the large amount of QCD radiation expected from an 8 gluon final
state.
The alternative search strategy would be to look for invariant mass bumps in multijet
events. In principle one can try to identify both the mass of the axigluon as a 4 jet resonance
and the mass of the scalar as a 2 jet resonance.7 The 2 jet resonance is easier to reconstruct,
especially if the scalars are boosted so that the two gluon jets from their decay are near each
other. For example, if m⇡ . mA/4, then one might define broad jets (R ⇠ 1) to capture the
two gluon jets from each scalar decay in one broad jet. Then jet-substructure techniques [67–
76] could be used to look for subjets within the broad jets which combine into a resonance
7Simultaneous with the posting [13], CMS released a preliminary analysis searching for 8jet finals states
with this topology which is sensitive to (and rules out) axigluon masses above 400 GeV [66]. Going to lower
masses is more di cult due to trigger thresholds.
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at m⇡. The axigluon resonance is more di cult to reconstruct in general because of large
combinatoric backgrounds. Axigluon bump hunting might be most promising in events
where the axigluons are produced significantly above threshold so that the decay products
of the two axigluons are boosted and do not overlap.
For previous phenomenological work on a very closely related model with explicit pro-
posals for cuts to enhance the resonance signals see for example [59, 77].
Scenario B, 12 jet final state
Figure 2.9: Axigluon decay to two heavy color-triplet fermions with subsequent decay to
six quarks.
In this scenario we consider new fermions (heavy quarks) which transform as color
triplets like the ordinary quarks. Axigluons are assumed to predominantly decay into pairs
of these heavy quarks. The heavy quarks subsequently each decay to 3 light quarks via
o↵-shell axigluons. Thus in this model pair production of axigluons leads to 12 jet final
states as shown in Figure 2.9. This model is natural in the sense that heavy vector-like
quarks are already required by unitarity in a renormalizable axigluon model (see Appendix
A). Unitarity and bounds from LEP2 constrain the masses of these heavy quarks to lie
between 100 GeV and approximately 1 TeV.8 For definiteness, we assume that only one
of the heavy quarks is lighter than 1/2 of the axigluon mass so that only this fermion is
8We discuss the relationship between heavy fermion masses and unitarity of the axigluon pair production
cross section in Appendix C.
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involved in axigluon decays. All other fermions are assumed to be near 1 TeV so that they
are irrelevant to axigluon decays. Alternatively, one could have also chosen multiple heavy
quarks to be light.
In principle there are constraints from direct pair production of the heavy quarks at
the LHC with subsequent decay to six jet final states. However, the pair production cross
section of the quarks is su ciently small that even several flavors of such color-triplet
fermions decaying to three jets are allowed by all searches [78, 79].
Lagrangian
Using two-component spinors for the fermions, the Lagrangian describing the couplings of
the axigluon to the vector-like heavy quark (DH , DH) is
L =  HAaµD†H µT aDH +  HAaµD
†
H 
µT a⇤DH + ( mixAaµD
†
H 
µT aDSM + h.c.) . (2.4)
Here DSM is a right-handed down-type SM quark, DH has the same quantum numbers as
DSM and has a mass with its vector partner, MHQDHDH . Since we are only including a
single heavy quark, the mixed coupling toDSM necessarily breaks the SM flavor symmetries.
Flavor constraints on the couplings of 1st and 2nd generation quarks are generally stronger
than constraints on 3rd generation quarks. Therefore we chose the mixed coupling to only
involve the right-handed bottom quark, i.e. DSM ⌘ bR. Then axigluon decays give final
states with at least two b-jets. In order to ensure that the axigluon predominantly decays
to pairs of heavy quarks one of the couplings  H or  H has to be larger than gs and also
 mix ⌧ max[ H , H ]. Explicit expressions for  H , H , and  mix in terms of parameters of a
UV-complete model are given in Appendix A (and utilized in our MadGraph implementation
of the model). These expressions imply relations between the couplings which ensure unitary
amplitudes.
Phenomenology
Axigluon pair production in this model leads to a final state with even larger jet multiplicity
than the one described in Scenario A. Combinatoric backgrounds to reconstruction of any of
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the resonances are therefore much larger. Thus any searches which focus on reconstructing
axigluons or heavy fermions must rely on boosted events and possibly use jet substructure
techniques.
On the other hand, since the axigluon pair-production cross section is much larger than
the background QCD 12-jet cross section one might expect to see a bump in the measured
cross section for very high multiplicity jets. A search of this kind would be similar in spirit
to the CMS black hole search [65] but would have to use much lower pT cuts. There is
significant sensitivity to jet-pT thresholds and the relative size of the axigluon and heavy
quark masses, and in practice many of the jets may be lost due to cuts and jet merging.
Scenario C, 8 jets with fermionic intermediate resonances
Figure 2.10: Axigluon decay to a heavy color-triplet fermion in association with a light
quark giving rise to a 4 quark final state.
In this scenario the axigluon is assumed to decay to a SM quark in association with
a heavy vector-like quark. This heavy quark further decays to three light quarks so that
axigluon decays lead to 4 light quark jets in the final state as shown in Figure 2.10. In order
to get a su ciently large decay width to this final state we choose several such new heavy
quarks. This scenario occurs naturally in renormalizable axigluon models in which the
coupling of the axigluon to quarks is suppressed due to mixing with heavy quarks. In those
models small axigluon couplings to SM quarks are correlated with large mixed couplings
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 mix of the axigluon to one SM quark and one heavy quark (see Appendix A).
Lagrangian
Using two-component spinors for the fermions, the Lagrangian describing the mixed cou-
plings of the axigluon to the vector-like heavy quarks and light quarks is
L =  UmixAaµU †H µT aUSM +  DmixAaµD†H µT aDSM + h.c. . (2.5)
Here USM and DSM are right-handed up- and down-type SM quarks, UH (DH) has the
same quantum numbers as USM (DSM ). The heavy quarks have masses with vector-like
partners UH , DH , for example MHQ UHUH . Explicit expressions for  
U/D
mix in terms of
parameters of a UV-complete model are given in Appendix A (and utilized in our MadGraph
implementation of the model). These expressions imply relations between gs, gA and  
U/D
mix
which ensure unitary amplitudes.
A few comments about the flavor structure of this scenario are in order. First, exper-
imental searches for new heavy quarks with significant branching fractions to final states
with W ’s and Z’s rule out such new quarks with masses below 500 GeV. Mixing with third
generation quarks generally introduces decays involving W ’s and Z’s, and therefore we con-
sider new quarks which only couple to 1st and 2nd generation quarks. This necessarily
implies some level of flavor violation. Constraints from flavor physics further forbid large
couplings to quark doublets. This is why we did not include couplings to quark doublets in
the Lagrangian in Eq. 2.5. Introducing heavy quark singlets without corresponding heavy
quark doublets breaks parity symmetry in the axigluon coupling to heavy fermions. In a
complete model one would therefore expect the axigluon couplings to light quarks to not
be purely axial without fine tuning.
To summarize, we consider two generations of degenerate heavy quarks, two of up-type
UH and two of down-type DH and their vector-like partners. The couplings  
U/D
mix are chosen
to preserve the flavor symmetries of the 1st and 2nd generation.
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Phenomenology
Axigluon pair production in this model leads to a final state with eight light quark jets as in
model A. Most of the discussion for model A also applies in this case. The main di↵erence
is that because of combinatoric backgrounds reconstruction of a three jet resonance is more
di cult than the reconstruction of two jet resonances. The other di↵erence is that in this
model there can be a significant asymmetry between the typical pT of the jets from the heavy
fermion decays and the jet from the primary axigluon decay. This asymmetry depends on
the relative mass of the axigluon and heavy fermions and contributes to the e ciency with
which these events are picked up in searches similar to the black hole searches.
Scenario D, interpolating between 6 and 8 jet final states
Figure 2.11: Axigluon decay to heavy color-triplet fermion in association with a light quark.
The heavy quark subsequently decays to a SM quark and a light scalar which further decays
to b-quarks.
This scenario is identical to scenario C except that there is an additional light color-
singlet scalar particle ⌘ which participates in the heavy quark decay. Thus axigluons now
decay through a small decay chain as shown in Figure 2.11. Light singlet scalars arise
naturally in axigluon models as uneaten components of the field(s) that break the UV
gauge symmetry down to QCD giving mass to the axigluon. In the simple case where
SU(3)1 ⇥ SU(3)2 is broken to the diagonal 8 Nambu-Goldstone bosons are eaten to give
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a mass to the axigluon. However there is a 9th NGB, “axion”, because the full global
symmetry breaking structure is really U(3)1⇥U(3)2 broken to diagonal U(3). This uneaten
NGB is naturally light and can play the role of ⌘. Its mass can be chosen arbitrarily by
adding small explicit symmetry breaking interactions. We envision ⌘ masses in the range
from 10 GeV to the axigluon mass for this scenario. In the axigluon models described in [12]
the ⌘ is expected to have large mixed couplings with a SM quark and a heavy quark, so
that heavy quarks preferentially decay into light quarks and ⌘. In addition ⌘ also has a
small coupling to two SM quarks which arises from mixing proportional to the SM quark
masses. This coupling is largest for the third generation quarks and causes the scalar to
decay almost exclusively to bottom quark pairs.
Lagrangian
The Lagrangian describing this model is the same as model C, plus a new piece describing
the axion interactions,
L   1
2
(@⌘)2   1
2
µ2a⌘
2 + i b⌘(b
†
LbR   b†RbL) +
 
 a⌘UHUSM +  a⌘DHDSM + h.c.
 
. (2.6)
In the equation above, µa is the axion’s mass,  a is the coupling that controls the decay of
the heavy quark to a quark and the scalar and  b the coupling that controls the decay of
the axion to the SM bottom quarks.  b is not the SM bottom Yukawa coupling, but it is
proportional to it because it is generated by mixing proportional to quark masses.
Phenomenology
In this scenario the axigluon decays to a heavy quark and a light quark as in model C. The
heavy quark then decays to a quark and the axion, which in turn decays to two bottom
quarks. Thus each axigluon decays to 2 light quarks and 2 b quarks as shown in Figure 2.11.
The phenomenology of this model is interesting as it interpolates between final states with
6 to 8 jets. When the ⌘ mass is a sizeable fraction of the heavy quark mass all 8 jets are in
principle observable as separate jets. However when the mass of ⌘ is closer to 10 GeV the
b-quarks from ⌘-decay become collimated and merge into a double-b jet. This double-b jet
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is quite interesting. It contains substructure due to the presence of two b-quarks and it is
very likely to be tagged as a b-jet because it contains 2 displaced vertices. Double-b jets are
not unreasonable to occur in many models beyond the SM which contain light scalars and
are an interesting signature to look for independent of the multi-jet final states we propose
here.
How would one look for this model? In the case of large ⌘ masses, the phenomenology is
very similar to the 8 jet finals states which we discussed before. One can focus on searching
for bumps in di-dijet invariant masses or take advantage of the high jet multiplicity of the
events as discussed in Scenario A. For the smallest ⌘ masses the model is already mostly
ruled out by the 6 jet final state searches for R-parity violating gluino decays [78, 79].
If one takes the limit from these searches at face value there is only a small window in
axigluon masses between 170-200 GeV (near the top mass) where this scenario is not ruled
out. However the acceptance of the search to the axigluon decay signal depends on the
mass of ⌘. Thus this model motivates an interesting possible extension to the current 6-jet
resonance searches for R-parity violating gluino decays.
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3 Higgs mass naturalness and scale invariance in the UV
3.1 Introduction
The observation [5, 6] of a light Higgs boson with properties which are consistent with the
Standard Model (SM) has motivated much reexamination of the notion of naturalness [80–
82]. In theories of natural electroweak symmetry breaking the Standard Model is modified
at high scales to incorporate a symmetry which protects the mass of the Higgs boson from
sensitivity to high scales. Supersymmetry or the shift symmetries of Little Higgs theories
require the introduction of “partner” particles which cancel the contributions to the Higgs
mass from Standard Model particles. The cancellation between SM particles and partners
occurs for each value of the loop momentum.
A qualitatively di↵erent proposal is to use conformal symmetry to protect the Higgs
mass.1 The idea is that if the Higgs scalar field were part of a conformal field theory (CFT),
then its mass would be forbidden by scale invariance. Of course, the SM has particle masses
and running couplings which break conformal symmetry. However, if conformal symmetry
could be broken su ciently “softly” such that the symmetry is restored at high energies,
then the Higgs mass would still be protected from the largest radiative corrections which
come from the highest energies.
The idea to use scale invariance to protect the Higgs mass was proposed long time ago
in [16] and has recently received some attention [85–108]. In the recent literature, scale in-
variance of the classical Lagrangian is often invoked to argue the absence of large quantum
corrections. This is misguided because only symmetries of the quantum theory constrain
the form of possible counter terms. Thus to employ scale invariance for protecting the Higgs
mass one has to show that all SM coupling constants approach fixed points when evolved
1Scale invariance is su cient to protect the Higgs mass. It is believed that for unitary and causal 4d
quantum field theories scale and Lorentz invariance imply conformal invariance [83, 84], therefore we do not
distinguish between scale and conformal invariance in this chapter.
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into the ultraviolet (UV) with the renormalization group.2 An obvious problem is that in
the SM both gravitational and hypercharge couplings grow at short distances. If unchecked,
each coupling becomes non-perturbatively large at a characteristic scale in the UV, leading
to very large conformal symmetry breaking near the Planck scale and the hypercharge Lan-
dau pole, respectively. Thus, at the least hypercharge and gravitational interactions must
transition from their current evolution to the CFT behavior before the couplings become
non-perturbatively large. If this transition involves ultra-heavy particles these particles can
appear in virtual corrections, and it is well-known that loops of massive particles destabilize
the Higgs mass. But what if there are no heavy particles at the transition scales? And are
there constraints on the evolution of asymptotically free couplings like the QCD coupling
which do not grow in the UV?
In this chapter we show that the Higgs mass is sensitive to any threshold scales in the
UV, including scales which only arise from dimensional transmutation and are therefore
hidden from Feynman diagram calculations at fixed loop order. Our argument relies on
the fact that anomalous dimensions of operators which couple to the Higgs change as the
threshold is crossed. Given this sensitivity of the Higgs mass to the threshold scale, it is
clear that naturalness requires the transitions to happen at low scales (near the TeV scale
for hypercharge and below ⇠ (MWeakMPlanck)1/2 for gravity).
The proposal of a CFT in the UV requires us to think carefully about the notion of fine
tuning. In the usual e↵ective field theory picture we envision a cuto↵ beyond which the
laws of physics are unknown (generally at or below the Planck scale), and counter terms at
the cuto↵ encode contributions from unknown physics above the cuto↵. A theory is then
natural if the coe cients of operators in the e↵ective theory below the cuto↵ are stable
against quantum corrections in the e↵ective theory.
It is important to distinguish between technically natural parameters like a chiral fermion
mass which are protected by symmetries and parameters which are not protected by sym-
2A less ambitious proposal is to merge the non-gravitational couplings into a CFT between the weak and
the Planck scale [109, 110] and assume that unspecified quantum gravitational dynamics sets the desired
conformal boundary conditions at Planck scale. Our results apply to either case.
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metries. For the chiral fermion, all contributions to the mass are proportional to chiral
symmetry breaking. Therefore, the renormalized mass can be kept fixed by scaling chiral
symmetry breaking to zero at the same time as taking the regulator to infinity. In contrast,
a parameter which is not protected by symmetries receives additive contributions from
renormalization. If these contributions are divergent then fine-tuning of the bare parameter
against quantum corrections is required to keep the parameter finite as the regulator is
taken to infinity. While such tuning is a mathematical possibility, it is unnatural unless it
is enforced by a symmetry. Scale invariance can play the role of this symmetry, but since
scale invariance is broken in the Standard Model one must ensure that scale invariance
violation is soft, i.e. no new divergences are introduced by the couplings which break scale
invariance. In the following sections, we explain this criterion with specific examples and
show that the approach to the UV fixed point has to be su ciently rapid so that conformal
symmetry breaking does not enter the Higgs mass corrections from the UV. Only then is
it natural to invoke UV scale invariance to cancel away the Higgs mass contributions from
the UV. We find that deviations of the gauge couplings from their UV fixed point values
must scale away as su ciently large powers of distance at short distances. For example,
the logarithmic approach to the free fixed point of the QCD coupling in the SM is too
slow, and contributions to the Higgs mass due to the scale invariance violation from to the
running QCD coupling persist to arbitrarily high energies. Thus, even the asymptotically
free couplings of the SM must transition to di↵erent UV behaviors for the Higgs mass to
be protected by scale invariance.
Given our results, it is clear that a successful implementation of “Higgs mass naturalness
from scale invariance in the UV” requires major modifications of the Standard Model at
the TeV scale. In particular, all gauge couplings must turn over and approach non-trivial
fixed points near the TeV scale because free fixed points always lead to logarithmic running.
We emphasize that our results apply irrespective of the choice of regulator. Dimensional
regularization is often most convenient for calculations, but the apparent absence of power
divergences in dimensional regularization does not remove sensitivity to high scales and
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associated fine tuning.
In Section 3.2 we review the calculation of quantum corrections to the Higgs mass in
perturbative theories and discuss the connection to scale invariance. In Section 3.3 we
define toy models for field theories which transition between di↵erent fixed point behaviors
in the UV and IR. We show explicitly that the Higgs mass is sensitive to the threshold
scale in the anomalous dimensions which result from the di↵ering UV and IR scalings. In
Section 3.4 we show that dimensionless couplings which are asymptotically free lead to
logarithmic breaking of scale invariance in anomalous dimensions. Hence in asymptotically
free theories, scale invariance cannot protect the Higgs mass from large corrections in the
UV. We conclude in Section 3.5.
3.2 Higgs mass sensitivity to the UV and scale invariance
Consider a toy SM with a Dirac fermion “top quark” t with a chiral coupling to a complex
scalar “Higgs”
L =   t(h tPLt+ h† tPRt) . (3.1)
Assuming a non-vanishing fermion mass,3 mt, the usual top quark contribution to the Higgs
mass (Figure 3.1) is
hh λtλt
tR
tL
Figure 3.1: Top quark loop contribution to the Higgs mass.
3Or equivalently expanding about non-zero h expectation value. We also introduce the renormalization
scale µ to account for the change in dimension of the coupling  t in d dimensions. The scale is arbitrary
and will not be very important for our discussion.
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 m2h =  iNc 2tµ4 d
Z
ddp
(2⇡)d
Tr

PL
/p+mt
p2  m2t + i✏
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/p+mt
p2  m2t + i✏
 
=  2iNc 2tµ4 d
Z
ddp
(2⇡)d
p2
(p2  m2t + i✏)2
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2
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✓
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◆ 4 d
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1
✏
      log m
2
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4⇡µ2
+
1
2
◆
(3.2)
near d = 4   2✏. This becomes  m2h =  m2tNc 2t /(4⇡2)(log[m2t /µ2]   12) after modified
minimal subtraction MS of the UV divergence. Famously, there is no quadratic divergence
and the correction is proportional to a finite scale, the top quark mass mt.
However, the answer is regulator dependent. In fact, there are additive contributions
from any finite momentum shell above mt which grow with momentum squared. If we
had used a momentum cuto↵ ⇤ these contributions would have been more explicit, and we
would have had to remove the quadratic divergence “by hand” to obtain a finite answer.
In absence of a symmetry, the remaining Higgs mass is arbitrary because the counter term
which cancels the divergence is only determined up to an additive constant. And since
the contributions from short distances grow without bound, any finite Higgs mass requires
fine tuning the counter term. Dimensional regularization with MS is misleading in this
case because it does the tuning automatically, but it does not change the fact that there is
sensitivity to high scales and additional finite pieces could be added to the counter terms.
To decide whether the fine-tuning in this example is intrinsic to the theory or just an
artifact of a poorly chosen regulator requires careful consideration of the symmetries. In
particular, we could imagine that our top-Higgs system is embedded in a larger theory which
is conformal in the UV. The conformal symmetry is broken by the top mass, but since the
mass is a relevant operator one might try to argue that conformal symmetry is restored
in the UV. If that were true, a vanishing Higgs mass in the UV would correspond to an
enhanced symmetry point. Then a Higgs mass counter term which cancels all contributions
from the top loop above mt would be perfectly natural. Unfortunately, this argument is
not correct and even this simple example is more subtle.
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To understand the subtlety, consider first the same calculation as above with a vanishing
top mass. Then our toy theory really is conformal and the above argument applies. In
dimensional regularization we would compute
 m2h /
Z
ddp
(2⇡)d
1
p2
= 0 . (3.3)
The vanishing result is a consequence of scale invariance of the theory. The same result
could have also been obtained with a momentum cuto↵ ⇤ as a regulator. This regulator
clearly violates conformal invariance, and the integral would have been proportional to ⇤2.
However, the underlying scale invariance of the theory requires us to choose the counter
term such as to cancel this contribution exactly.
We are now ready to consider the e↵ects of conformal symmetry breaking from the top
mass. This adds a new logarithmic divergence proportional to m2t log(⇤
2/m2t ). The explicit
mt-dependence of the divergence makes it manifest that conformal invariance is not restored
in the UV. There contributions to the Higgs mass grow without bound as the cuto↵ is taken
to infinity, and canceling them with a counter term to obtain a finite Higgs mass constitutes
fine-tuning. In particular, for exponentially large cuto↵s ⇤ there is no sense in which a Higgs
mass near the top quark mass is preferred by the symmetries.
How does this compare with the innocuous looking result obtained in dimensional regu-
larization with MS? The dimensional regularization answer before inclusion of the counter
term does contain the divergence in the form of the 1/✏ term. After subtraction, the renor-
malized mass is finite because the contributions from the UV have already been fine-tuned
away. We can still see them in the dependence of  m2h on µ. Taking µ exponentially larger
than mt we see that the running MS Higgs mass at large µ becomes much larger than mt.
The small value at µ ⇠ mt is a result of fine-tuning the UV Higgs mass parameter in order
to obtain a small mass in the IR.
In the following, we will find it convenient to calculate the Higgs mass contribution in
position space
 m2h = i( i t)2µ4 d
Z
ddxh0|T O†(x)O(0)|0i. (3.4)
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This reproduces the momentum space result after plugging in the (normal ordered) operator
tPLt for O, contracting fields with propagators, and integrating over xZ
ddx h0|T (tPRt)(x) (tPLt)(0)|0i
=  Nc
Z
ddx Tr
Z
ddp
(2⇡)d
eipxPL
i(/p+mt)
p2  m2t + i✏
PR
Z
ddq
(2⇡)d
e iqx
i(/q +mt)
q2  m2t + i✏
 
= 2Nc
Z
ddp
(2⇡)d
p2
(p2  m2t + i✏)2
. (3.5)
How would the position space computation be modified if the the Higgs coupled to an
interacting CFT? To have an example theory to consider, we construct a class of perturba-
tive models similar to those proposed by Banks and Zaks [111]. Consider QCD with a large
number of colors Nc and the number of flavors chosen such that the gauge coupling has
a weakly-coupled IR-stable fixed point. Perturb the theory by coupling a single complex
scalar “Higgs” with a flavor-universal Yukawa coupling to all quarks of the CFT as in (3.1).
The coupling is a relevant perturbation because O = tPLt has negative anomalous dimen-
sion. The one-loop beta function for the Yukawa coupling also has an IR stable fixed point.
Setting the gauge and Yukawa couplings to their fixed point values g = g⇤ and  t =  ⇤t
in the UV, this theory is conformal at all scales.4 This defines an interacting CFT with a
negative anomalous dimension  O for O.
The two point function of O in (3.4) is determined by conformal invariance
h0|TO†(x)O(0)|0i = C
✓
1
 x2 + i✏
◆d 1+ O
, (3.6)
where x2 = t2   ~x2. The constant C depends on the normalization of the operator which
we choose such that C = 1. Now the computation of the Higgs mass in the CFT is simple.
To lowest order in  t, we obtain
 m2h =  i 2tµ4 d
Z
ddx
✓
1
 x2 + i✏
◆d 1+ O
= 0 (3.7)
4In addition, a quartic coupling for the scalar is generated from fermion loops. The quartic coupling also
has a non-trivial fixed point. The contributions from the quartic coupling at the fixed point are suppressed
by powers of 1/Nc and we ignore them for simplicity.
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in dimensional regularization. As in the case of free field theory, dimensional regularization
automatically discards contributions to the Higgs mass from the cuto↵. Of course, we could
have also computed this with any other regulator, and we would have determined the Higgs
mass counter term to restore scale invariance.
3.3 Higgs mass sensitivity to non-perturbative threshold scales
We now turn to the case of interest: a theory which transitions between two di↵erent scaling
behaviors at a transition scale M . Since the interacting fixed point for the couplings g and
  of the theory we introduced in the previous section is IR attractive, one could use that
theory to construct an example of a model which flows from a free fixed point in the UV
to the interacting one in the IR with an associated change in dimension of the operator O.
However, we are interested in a theory which is IR free and flows to an interacting UV fixed
point because this more similar to what one would expect if the hypercharge U(1) was to
merge into a CFT in the UV.
In such a theory, the two-point function (3.6) is of the form
h0|T O†(x)O(0)|0i =
✓
1
 x2
◆d 1
f( x2M2) . (3.8)
Here, the factor of ( x2)1 d is determined by dimensional analysis and it coincides with
the two-point function in free field theory. The dimensionless function f(y) contains all
the information about the interacting dynamics. Since f(y) is defined over all scales it
cannot be computed reliably at any fixed order in perturbation theory. At the very least,
calculating f(y) requires knowing the solution to the renormalization group equations to
determine anomalous dimensions. In a conformal regime, f(y) reproduces the power law
corresponding to the anomalous dimension of O. In the transition region between two fixed
points, it interpolates between the two power laws appropriate for the fixed points in the
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UV and IR5
f(y)!
8<: 1 as y !1 (IR),y  UV as y ! 0 (UV). (3.9)
For our purposes, the most important feature of the two-point function in (3.8) is that it
depends on the transition scaleM in a non-trivial way. ThisM -dependence is what ensures
that the
R
ddx integral in (3.8) does not vanish even in dimensional regularization barring
fine tuning6. This is the main result of this chapter: the Higgs mass does receive quantum
corrections proportional to the non-perturbative transition scale M .
To see this more explicitly, we simplify (3.8) by performing a Wick rotation, using the
SO(d) symmetry of Euclidean space to do the angular integrals, and changing variables to
y =  x2M2. Then
 m2h =  i 2tµ4 d
Z
ddx
✓
1
 x2
◆d 1
f( x2M2)
= M2  
2
t⇡
d/2
 (d/2)
✓
µ2
M2
◆2 d/2 Z 1
0
dy
yd/2
f(y) .
(3.10)
We now consider two illustrative examples for f(y) and compute the Higgs mass in each
case. We chose our examples based on calculability and their qualitative features. The first
example is a crude toy model that is far from realistic, but easy to understand analytically.
We assume that the transition between the UV and IR fixed points is abrupt
f(y) =
8<: 1 for y > 1,y  UV for 1 > y > 0. (3.11)
The integral in (3.10) is divergent in the UV (at small y) and requires a regulator. However
since the UV behavior of the correlation function is exactly that of a CFT we can use scale
invariance of the UV theory to fix the mass counter term to cancel the scale invariance
violation from the regulator. A nice way to implement the subtraction by the counter term
5Near the free fixed point in the IR the scaling of operators includes logs which we ignore. We will discuss
logs near a UV fixed point in the next Section.
6An exception arises when the M -dependence is trivial and can be factored out of the integral. Then
the integrand does not transition between two di↵erent scaling behaviors in the UV and IR, and the corre-
sponding integrals,
R
ddx( x2)↵, can be set to 0 in dimensional regularization.
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is to subtract from (3.10) the corresponding expression in a CFT:
R
dy/yd/2. This auto-
matically subtracts the correct counter term required by scale invariance of the UV theory
in any regularization scheme. Of course, in the special case of dimensional regularization
this counter term vanishes so that we simply subtract zero. If after the subtraction we are
left with a finite integral then we can evaluate it in four dimensions.
The integral from 0 to 1 is completely removed by the subtraction and the remainder
gives
 m2h =  M2⇡2 2t
Z 1
1
dy
y2

1  1
y UV
 
=  M2⇡2 2t
 UV
1 +  UV
. (3.12)
In this case, the main contribution to the Higgs mass can be thought of as coming from the
threshold at M (or y = 1) where there is an abrupt change of the scaling dimension.
The abrupt transition in our example (3.11) is clearly unphysical and one might think
that a smoother and more physical transition would suppress the contributions to the Higgs
mass. In fact, we will find the opposite to be true in our next example. We consider the
smooth function f(y)
f(y) =
✓
1
yn UV + yn IR
◆1/n
. (3.13)
Assuming that  UV <  IR  0,  UV modifies the two-point function at small y, while  IR
does so at large y. Meanwhile, the power n controls whether the transition between UV
and IR is smooth or abrupt. The larger the n the more abrupt the transition.
Choosing free field theory for the IR,  IR = 0, we have
 m2h =  M2
 2t⇡
d/2
 (d/2)
✓
µ2
M2
◆2 d/2 Z 1
0
dy
yd/2
✓
1
1 + yn UV
◆1/n
d=4  !  M2  2t⇡2
Z 1
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1
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  1
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#
(3.14)
=  M2  2t⇡2
 
⇣
1
n +
1
n UV
⌘
 
⇣
1  1n UV
⌘
 
 
1
n
  ,
where in the second line we first subtracted a quantity which vanishes in dimensional regu-
larization and then set d = 4. The subtraction is identical to the contribution to the Higgs
mass in a CFT which has identical UV anomalous dimensions to our example theory. It
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Figure 3.2: Plot of the contributions to the Higgs mass in (3.15) as a function of the UV
cuto↵ yUV on the integral. The blue horizontal line corresponds to the full Higgs mass
contribution. The green line which asymptotes to it at small yUV is (3.15) as a function
of the short distance cuto↵ yUV. The two lines which grow at small yUV are the original
unsubtracted integral (red-dashed) and the subtraction (yellow-dotted), both evaluated with
the short distance cuto↵. In this example, we chose n = 4 for the transition parameter and
 UV =  1/3 for the UV anomalous dimension.
corresponds to the counter term which is required by scale invariance of the UV theory.
The remaining integral is finite for su ciently large n and  1 <  UV < 0.
It is interesting to explore where the main contribution to the Higgs mass comes from.
To this end we compute the subtracted integral in (3.15) with a UV cuto↵ yUV. The
integral evaluates to a generalized hypergeometric function. We plot it as a function of
yUV in Figure 3 for n = 4 and  UV =  1/3. One sees that the Higgs mass contribution
approaches its full value near yUV = 1 implying that the bulk of the Higgs mass contribution
comes from quantum corrections with energies near the transition scale M . Where exactly
the maximum of the contributions comes from depends on the parameters n and  UV.
What happens for smaller values of n for which the subtracted integral is not UV finite?
For small n the transition between the IR and UV fixed point is relatively slow. As in the
top quark loop example in Section 2, conformal invariance is not restored su ciently rapidly
in the UV, and new UV divergences which depend on conformal symmetry breaking arise.
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To see these UV divergent contributions explicitly we expand the function f(y) in (3.15) in
a series for small y. The leading term is removed by the CFT subtraction. But for small
n one or several subleading terms are also UV divergent. These terms give contributions
which are proportional to fractional powers of the UV cuto↵ and of M and are evidence
that scale invariance is not restored in the UV. Thus in these examples the Higgs mass
su↵ers from sensitivity to the UV cuto↵ entangled with the transition scale M .
Can the Higgs mass be suppressed by considering smoother transitions? We have already
seen that n needs to be large enough to just obtain a finite contribution. Considering only
values of n such that the integral in (3.15) is finite, the magnitude of the Higgs mass contri-
bution increases for smoother transitions (smaller n). This is because smoother transitions
increase the width of the transitions region so that contributions from shorter distances can
contribute in (3.15).
We close this Section with a comment on the choice of regulator. So far, we have
mostly used dimensional regularization and relied on the fact that integrals of power laws,R
ddx( x2)↵, can be consistently set to 0 [112]. How would our calculation di↵er if we used
an explicit momentum cuto↵ ⇤?
Considering for example the calculation of the Higgs mass in the smooth transition
model we would find
 m2h = M2 2t⇡2
Z 1
M2
⇤2
dy
y2
f(y)
=   2t⇡2
0@ ⇤2
1 +  UV
✓
⇤2
M2
◆ UV
+M2
 
⇣
1
n +
1
n UV
⌘
 
⇣
1  1n UV
⌘
 
 
1
n
  + . . .
1A , (3.15)
where the dots stand for terms which vanish as we take ⇤ to infinity. The second term
reproduces the dimensional regularization result. The first term arises from the explicit
breaking of scale invariance by the cuto↵ and its apparent M -dependence is a fake which
stems from our choice of normalization of the operators O and H. In our normalization,
the operators are normalized to their free (IR) scaling behavior. However, in the UV the
operators have anomalous dimensions which modify the divergence to ⇤2+ UV , the explicit
power of M in (3.15) arises from the matching of the UV Higgs mass operator to the
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IR. Note that the M -dependence of the subleading divergences for small n is di↵erent, it
corresponds to breaking of scale invariance that persists in the UV.
3.4 Asymptotically free theories
The example theory considered in the previous section has an interacting fixed point in
the UV. In the vicinity of an interacting fixed point correlation functions do not exactly
obey the power-law scaling in (3.6), but the deviations from such scaling are suppressed by
higher powers of x2. We have already seen that if the approach to the UV fixed point is too
slow, i.e. deviations from CFT scaling are not suppressed by su cient powers of x2 then
the scale invariant UV subtraction is not su cient to render the Higgs mass finite. In this
case the theory requires fine-tuning the UV counter terms to cancel contributions which
depend on both the UV and the threshold scale M .
In the case of a free UV fixed point the approach to the free CFT scaling is especially
slow. It includes logarithms which break conformal invariance at arbitrarily short distances.
We therefore do not have a symmetry which allows canceling the UV contributions to the
Higgs mass. As a result it is not possible to disentangle Higgs mass sensitivity to the
transition scale M from sensitivity to the cuto↵ ⇤.
To see the problem arise explicitly in a calculation consider again a complex scalar
coupled to the “top quark” as in (3.1). For simplicity, assume that “top quark” is massless
to avoid the scale invariance breaking from the mass. We assume that the quark has its
usual asymptotically free QCD interactions as in the Standard Model, and we are interested
in computing the contributions to the Higgs mass from the UV, taking into account the
running QCD coupling.
The UV contributions to the matrix element (3.6) can be computed using the operator
product expansion. The coe cient of the leading 1 operator in O†(x)O(0) gives (see for
example Chapter 18.3. in [113])
h0|T O†(x)O(0)|0i /
✓
1
|x|2
◆3✓
log
1
|x|2M2
◆ a/b0
. (3.16)
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If we were discussing real QCD,M would be replaced by ⇤QCD, a = 8 would be the one-loop
anomalous dimension coe cient of O = tt, and b0 = 7 for 6 quark flavors. The scale M
appears because we have re-summed an infinite class of diagrams to capture the leading
x-dependence at small x using the renormalization group.
We now integrate this expression over x, and change variables to z = 1/x2 to obtain
 m2h /
Z 1
zIR
dz
✓
1
log(z/M2)
◆a/b0
. (3.17)
We also introduced an IR cuto↵ somewhat above the transition scaleM (or zIR ⇠ few⇥M2)
to exclude distance scales from the integration for which the running of the coupling deviates
significantly from the one-loop approximation. Assuming that there are no further scales
above M one would naively expect this integral to be given by some order one factor times
M2. However, the integral is divergent in the UV and requires regularization.
As discussed earlier, it is not apparent how to do this while keeping the contributions
from M and the regulator separate. Evaluating the integral in d < 2 dimensions and
analytically continuing to d = 4 one encounters a multi-valued function with branch cuts
in the complex d-plane, which makes the analytic continuation not unique. Subtracting
the corresponding integral of the UV CFT (
R1
zIR
dz 1) to try to restore scale invariance
fails because of the inverse logarithm. Evaluating the integral with a momentum cuto↵
one obtains terms which scale roughly like ⇤2 times inverse powers of log(⇤2/M2) in the
UV and therefore require M -dependent subtractions to remove the cuto↵ dependence. In
summary, it is not possible to separate cuto↵ dependence fromM dependence because scale
invariance is not preserved in the UV. We conclude that theories with coupling constants
which approach free fixed points in the UV cannot protect the Higgs mass from fine tuning.
3.5 Conclusions
It has been proposed that if the SM were to merge into a conformal field theory in the
UV then the scale invariance of the asymptotic CFT would guarantee the cancelation of
UV contributions to the Higgs mass and the Higgs mass could be natural. The proposal
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necessarily introduces new UV scales, the scales at which the couplings constants stop
running as in the SM model and instead start approaching their UV fixed points. We
showed that quantum corrections to the Higgs mass are sensitive to these scales even if
there are no massive particles and the scales are of non-perturbative origin.
Therefore, naturalness of electroweak symmetry breaking in the SM requires that any
such non-perturbative scales are su ciently low. In particular, this means that the hyper-
charge beta function must be modified near the TeV scale and the running of the gravita-
tional coupling must change at or below
p
MweakMPlanck.
Of course, the beta function of the hypercharge coupling can be computed easily in the
Standard Model, and it does not have a UV fixed point. Thus, turning around the coupling
at the TeV scale requires new interactions beyond the SM. In principle, gravitational inter-
actions could provide these new contributions to the beta function, however at the TeV scale
gravitational interactions are much too weak to be relevant. Hence, new interactions are
required near the TeV scale, and it seems that unification of the U(1) into a non-Abelian
gauge group is the simplest possibility. Therefore, new weakly-interacting gauge bosons
with masses near the TeV scale are expected in theories in which the SM is merged into a
CFT in the UV. This is, of course, no di↵erent from more conventional approaches to the
hierarchy problem in which new particles at the TeV scale are required to fill out multiplets
of the symmetry which protects the Higgs mass from quantum corrections.
In addition to the dependence on threshold scales we also showed that anomalous dimen-
sions must approach their UV fixed point values su ciently rapidly for conformal symmetry
of the UV to protect the Higgs mass from divergent contributions from short distances. This
rules out even asymptotically free gauge groups as possible ingredients of a UV CFT.
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4 Non-Abelian Dark Matter
4.1 Introduction
Dark matter makes up more than 80% of the matter content of our universe [114]. De-
spite the overwhelming evidence for dark matter (DM), we have only probed it through
its gravitational e↵ects which leaves a broad range of possibilities for dark matter models.
In particular, there could be a whole dark sector in addition to dark matter consisting of
particles which interact only with themselves and with dark matter (see e.g. [115, 116]).
In this work we propose a scenario for the dark sector which leads to very interesting
phenomenology and has been overlooked in the dark matter literature. We consider a dark
sector with an unbroken non-Abelian dark gauge group and a dark matter which is charged
under this group. In addition to this non-Abelian gauge interactions, DM also has non-
negligible interactions with the Standard Model, such that the dark sector and the Standard
Model were in equilibrium in the early universe. We focus on confinement scales for the
dark gauge group that are small compared to the current Cosmic Microwave Background
(CMB) temperature. In this scenario the dark gauge bosons (which we will call dark gluons
from here on) are a massless degrees of freedom and behave as a non-standard type of
dark radiation. It is non-standard since, due to their self-interactions, the dark gluons are
described as a perfect fluid instead of a free-streaming fluid, which leads to distinct imprints
in the CMB [117].
We also explore the e↵ects of the interactions between dark radiation and dark matter in
the matter power spectrum. The interaction rate between non-Abelian dark radiation and
DM has interesting scaling with the temperature, which has not been studied in the past
and leads to new e↵ects in the power spectrum. This is because instead of leading to the
usual cuto↵ in the power spectrum at the scale in which DM and DR decouple [118], this
interaction leads to a smooth reduction of the power spectrum at small scales in a regime
in which DM and DR are only partially coupled. This is an interesting new behavior and
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could resolve the tension between Planck data and measurements of Power Spectrum at
small scales (see e.g. [114, 119, 120]).
Most of the features associated with non-Abelian dark matter are generic, but in order to
make such e↵ects concrete we will study a specific example in this chapter. We will focus on
a WIMP dark matter charged under a hidden SU(N) gauge group. We will briefly discuss
the implications of this non-Abelian nature of DM to the standard WIMP searches. Then
we will investigate the e↵ects of the dark radiation in the CMB and also of the interactions
between DM and DR to the matter power spectrum. We will show that the e↵ects on the
CMB restrict N to be smaller or equal to 3 and also limit the dark sector coupling constant
↵d to be smaller than ⇠ 10 7.
4.2 The Model
For concreteness we will focus on a specific realization of a non-Abelian dark matter model.
We take the dark matter particle to be a vector-like fermion in the (1, 3)0 representation
of the Standard Model gauge group and in the fundamental representation of the dark
SU(N). It has an SU(2)W preserving Dirac massM  and no additional interactions with the
Standard Model besides gauge interactions. Due to Electroweak symmetry breaking there
is a mass splitting between the neutral and charged components of the SU(2) triplet with
the neutral component being lighter. In the limit M    MW the splitting is independent
of M  and given by [121]
 M  =M ±  M 0 ⇡ 0.16GeV . (4.1)
The neutral component  0 is dark matter and it is automatically stable because of its
SU(N) charge. At the time of DM chemical freeze-out, T    M , and thus we can ignore
the splitting between the di↵erent components of  a when calculating the relic abundance.
Once the temperature drops below  M , all the charged components of   decay to  0 and
hence n a ! n 0 . This explains why we can use the abundance calculation for the whole
triple  a in order to find the dark matter relic abundance.
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The dark gauge coupling is much smaller than the SM gauge couplings and therefore
the relevant interactions for the thermal relic calculations are of the form    ! SM SM
and to leading order independent of the dark gauge coupling. Figure 4.1 shows some of the
relevant diagrams for DM annihilating to SM particles. If the DM mass is much larger than
MW , the thermally averaged e↵ective annihilation cross-section is given by
h vi = 1
2N
37g42
192⇡M2 
, (4.2)
where g2 is the SU(2)W gauge coupling. This cross-section di↵ers from the standard SU(2)
triplet fermion DM [122] by the extra 1/2N factor, which comes from the multiplicity
associated with the SU(N) representation and the fact that   is a Dirac instead of a
Majorana fermion. This factor can be easily understood from the fact that a given DM
particle now carries an extra dark color charge and can only annihilate if it finds an anti-
particle with the right anti-dark color, thus reducing the color averaged annihilation cross-
section.
 a
 ¯a
W a
W a
 a
 ¯a
f
f¯
Figure 4.1: Annihilation of dark matter to SU(2)W gauge bosons and to SM fermions.
It is well known that if DM gets its abundance from a thermal freeze-out process,
its abundance today depends, to a good approximation, only on its annihilation cross-
section [18]. Therefore, from Eq. 4.2 we see that the mass required to get the correct
relic abundance decreases as the square root of N . In Table 4.1 we show the mass of DM
for di↵erent values of N using the tree level annihilation cross-section. Those masses are
significantly lower than the usual non-SU(N) case, which at tree level is 2.4 TeV (and about
3 TeV if one includes Sommerfeld enhancement [123]).
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N = 2 N = 3 N = 4 N = 5 Generic N
1.2 TeV 1.0 TeV 0.9 TeV 0.8 TeV ⇠ 2.4p
2N
TeV
Table 4.1: Dark Matter masses required to get the correct thermal abundance as a function
of N ignoring Sommerfeld enhancement.
4.2.1 Dark Matter multiplicity and experimental searches
Because we are working in the limit of very small dark gauge couplings the only relevant
e↵ect of the dark SU(N) to DM searches comes from the fact that dark matter comes in
dark color multiplets, i.e. there is a multiplicity associated with DM. The leading e↵ect of
this multiplicity is to reduce the DM mass, which can lead to large changes in sensitivity
from di↵erent experiments. In addition, we have already seen in the thermal abundance
calculation that this leads to trivial multiplicity/color factors in cross-sections associated
with DM interacting SM processes. Figure 4.2 shows the color factors associated to the
di↵erent kinds of DM searches. In what follows we briefly describe the e↵ects of SU(N)
multiplicity for Direct and Indirect Detection and also for Collider Searches for DM:
Direct detection: For direct detection there is no color factor associated with the mul-
tiplicity, thus the only change comes from dark matter being lighter. The spin-
independent cross-section for dark matter scattering of the nucleus is approximately
10 47 cm2, and independent of the DM mass as long as M    MW [124]. This
cross-section is an order of magnitude smaller than the projected sensitivity of the
next generation direct detection experiments. However, in the mass range of interest
(around 1TeV) it is above the neutrino background and potentially within reach of
future experiments [125].
Collider searches: The multiplicity factor enhances sensitivity for collider searches in two
ways. It decreases the DM mass, and thus a lower center of mass energy is required
to pair produce DM. This is a big enhancement since the e↵ective luminosity changes
vary rapidly with the center of mass energy. It also increases the cross-section for pair
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Figure 4.2: Color factors for the di↵erent types of DM search experiments. The di↵erent
multiplicity factors can be easily understood from the color flow in the figure. For direct
detection the color of the incoming dark matter is the same as of the outgoing and so there
is no multiplicity factor. For indirect detection it is an annihilation diagram, so just as for
the thermal relic calculation there is a 1/2N suppression because a DM particle can only
annihilate if it finds the anti-particle with the right anti-dark color. For colliders there is
an 2N enhancement because any of the di↵erent N colors can be created and an extra 2
from Dirac vs Majorana.
producing dark matter by a factor of 2N . Despite this gain in sensitivity the mass
range of interest is still out of reach of the LHC, but should be within easy reach
of the proposed 100TeV collider (see e.g. [126, 127]). Another potentially interesting
signature of this model is to look for modifications to the running of the EW gauge
coupling [128]. The multiplicity of DM leads to an 2N enhancement factor in the DM
contribution to the ↵2 running at one loop, which would lead to significant e↵ects in
the proposed 100 TeV collider.
Indirect Detection: The annihilation cross-section relevant for indirect detection gets
suppressed by a 1/2N factor. If one includes Sommerfeld enhancement then the
cross-section is further reduced when compared to the non-SU(N) model. This is
because there is a large Sommerfeld enhancement when the dark matter mass is in
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the 2 3TeV range, and the e↵ect is much smaller for masses around 1TeV. The non–
SU(N) case has been widely investigated recently [129–132], and is strongly disfavored
by H.E.S.S data. The non-Abelian case is not constrained by either H.E.S.S or Fermi
data for the values of N under consideration, but the annihilation cross-section is
close to H.E.S.S sensitivity and should be within reach of CTA [131, 133].
4.3 Dark gluons as Dark Radiation
In this section we turn our attention to the evolution of the dark gluons and its e↵ects on
the CMB. In order to study the e↵ects of the dark gluons on the CMB we first need to
know its temperature compared to the photon plasma.
The dark gluons interact with the dark matter which is in equilibrium with the SM in
the early universe. If the dark coupling constant ↵d is su ciently large, the dark gluons
will have the same temperature as the SM plasma at early times and thus Td will not a free
parameter. Because we are interested in the limit ↵d ⌧ ↵s, the most e cient diagram for
keeping the dark gluons in chemical and kinetic equilibrium with the SM is the one shown
in Figure 4.3. At temperatures much higher than M , the thermally averaged cross-section
for this process times the DM number density is given by
n h vi =  T 3⇡↵W↵d
NT 2
, (4.3)
where   is an order 1 number. Comparing this to H, we find that the dark gluons will be
in equilibrium with the SM at T ⇠M  as long as
↵d &
1
↵W
M 
MPlanck
.
We see from the equation above that even for ↵d as small as 10 13 the dark gluons will
be in chemical and thermal equilibrium with the Standard Model down to temperatures
of about 1 TeV. Once the dark matter becomes non-relativistic its number density drops
exponentially and the rate for the process in Figure 4.3 becomes
n h vi =  0(M T )3/2 e M /T
✓
⇡↵W↵d
M2 
◆
. (4.4)
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Gd W
Figure 4.3: Most e↵ective process in keeping dark gluons in equilibrium with dark matter
and SM plasma.
The dark gluons decouple at temperatures of about M  for ↵d ⇠ 10 13 to about M /20 for
↵d ⇠ 10 5. Below the decoupling temperature the dark gluon fluid evolves independently
with a temperature Td which redshifts as 1/a.
The temperature of the photon fluid also redshifts as 1/a for most of the universe’s
evolution. However, because it is coupled to particles that become non-relativistic and start
annihilating into lighter particles also coupled to the photon plasma, this e↵ectively heats
up the photons compared to the dark gluons (similarly to what happens to photons and
neutrinos after neutrino decoupling [18]). The ratio between the photons and dark gluons
temperatures can be easily calculated in the instantaneous decoupling approximation by
requiring that the entropy per comoving volume is conserved independently in each fluid,
Td
T 
=
 
gf⇤
gi⇤
!1/3
, (4.5)
where gi⇤ is the number of e↵ective degrees of freedom in the SM plasma at the time of dark
gluon decoupling and gf⇤ the number of e↵ective degrees of freedom at the time of interest.
The CMB places strong constraints on the number of relativistic degrees of freedom
at the time of recombination. This constraint is usually presented as a constraint in the
number of e↵ective neutrino species, Neff . The contribution of the dark gluons to Neff is
given by
 Neff =
8
7
(N2   1) (Td/T⌫)4 , (4.6)
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where the N2 1 is the number of generators of SU(N) and T⌫ is the neutrino temperature.
The ratio can be calculated using Eq. 4.5 right before neutrino decoupling when neutrino
and photon temperatures are still the same. Assuming the decoupling between dark gluons
and the SM happens at temperatures around 50GeV one finds
 Neff = 0.07 (N
2   1).
The strongest constrain on Neff comes from the 2015 Planck data [114], which found
Neff = 3.15±0.46 with 95% confidence level. We see that this rules out N   4 and that the
case N = 3 is just within the 2  allowed range. It is worth noting that this measurement
assumes the ⇤CDM model with a variable Neff , and thus could be potentially relaxed in
a modified scenario as the one considered in this chapter.
The e↵ects of dark radiation can be divided as background e↵ects and perturbation
e↵ects. The background e↵ects are solely due to a change in the average energy density
of relativistic degrees of freedom and are not sensitive to specific properties of the dark
radiation fluid. The largest impact of extra relativistic degrees of freedom is changing the
redshift of matter radiation equality zeq, and can be canceled by a simultaneous change in
the matter density (see e.g. [134–136]). This change in the matter density can be achieved
by a change in the Hubble parameter today H0, while holding ⌦m fixed (the ratio between
the matter density and the critical density), which leads to a degeneracy in the CMB data
between Neff and H0.
The perturbation e↵ects are due to perturbations in the dark radiation fluid and thus
sensitive to properties of dark radiation. In particular there are two parameters one can use
to describe di↵erent types of dark radiation, see e.g. [117], the e↵ective sound speed c2e↵ and
the viscosity speed c2vis. The dark gluons are a relativistic fluid and have c
2
e↵ = 1/3, which
is the same as neutrinos. But because the dark gluons are non-Abelian gauge bosons they
interact with one another. If the rate for this interaction is large compared to Hubble the
dark gluons can be described as an ideal fluid instead of a free-streaming fluid as neutrinos.
This leads to c2vis = 0 instead of 1/3 as for neutrinos. The interaction rate between dark
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gluons is approximately given by
⌧ 1 ⇠ ↵2dTd, (4.7)
and one can see that as long as ↵d & 10 13 this rate is larger than H during recombination.
This shows that in the time scale set by Hubble, the dark gluons behave as a perfect fluid.
This in turn leads to less damping in overdensities due to relativistic particles streaming
out of gravitational potential wells, leading to higher CMB peaks compared to the case of
free-streaming dark radiation.
The Planck collaboration has studied the e↵ect of varying c2e↵ and c
2
vis with Neff fixed
to the SM value 3.04, i.e. no dark radiation, and found that it is in perfect agreement with
the expected value for neutrinos, c2e↵ = c
2
vis = 1/3. If future experiments find a non-zero
contribution to dark radiation from the CMB one can use measurements of c2vis of this extra
component to distinguish between dark gluons vs free-streaming dark radiation, like dark
photons or sterile neutrinos [117, 137].
4.4 Dark matter-dark gluon interactions and Large Scale Structure
In this section we will study the e↵ects of the interaction between dark gluons and dark
matter on the evolution of dark matter overdensities. Because of the dark gluon t-channel
exchange shown in Figure 4.4, the interaction rate for DM-DR scattering has a very di↵erent
scaling dependence on the temperature from what has been explored in the literature (see
e.g. [117, 138]), and leads to larger e↵ects at low temperatures.
 
Gd
Figure 4.4: t-channel diagram interaction between dark matter and dark gluons.
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One measurement of the strength of this interaction is given by the momentum exchange
rate [139]. At su ciently low temperatures this rate is dominated by the t-channel diagram
of Figure 4.4 and given by
hdp2 /dti
hp2 i
=
1
3n M T 
Z
d3p d3kd
(2⇡)62Ep2Ek
f (p )fd(kd)⇥Z
d3p0 d3k0d
(2⇡)62Ep02Ek0
(2⇡)4 4(p+ k   p0   k0)(~p  ~p 0)2 |M|2
⇡2⇡n  ↵
2
d log 1/↵d
3M T 
⇡4⇣(3)
3⇡
↵2d log↵
 1
d T
3
d
M T 
,
(4.8)
where f  and fd are the equilibrium distribution functions for the dark matter and dark
gluons and n  and n  are the number densities of the dark matter and dark gluons. The
log↵ appears because we used the Debye mass md = gT of the dark gluons to regulate the
t-channel divergence of the diagram in Figure 4.4. In the expression above we kept only the
log enhanced terms and also neglected sub-leading terms in Td/M  and T /M .
If for T  = Td this rate is larger than Hubble, the interaction keeps the dark matter in
kinetic equilibrium with the dark gluons. Note that if one sets T  = Td, the momentum
exchange rate is proportional to T 2d / a 2, i.e. it has the same scaling as the Hubble
expansion rate during radiation domination. This implies that if the momentum exchange
rate is large enough to keep DM in equilibrium with DR at early times then DM will stay in
equilibrium with DR until at least matter radiation equality. In this case, the pressure from
the dark gluons prevents dark matter overdensities from growing which leads to a sharp
decrease in the DM power spectrum as can be seen in Figure 4.5. Such a large modification
to the power spectrum is in strong disagreement with LSS data and therefore rules out
↵d >⇠ 10 7.
The e↵ects of this interaction are more subtle in the other limit ↵ <⇠ 10 7. In this
case the momentum exchange between the two fluids is not large enough to bring DM to
equilibrium with the dark gluon bath. In this case the DM temperature redshifts as a 2,
while Td / a 1. From Eq. 4.8 one sees that this leads to a momentum exchange rate that
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scales as T  ⇠ 1/a, while the Hubble rate during radiation domination scales as T 2  . Because
the Hubble rate decreases faster with lowering the temperature, the momentum exchange
rate can become larger than Hubble at low temperatures even for ↵ <⇠ 10 7. Once this
happens the interactions with the dark gluons become important and the DM temperature
scaling changes from a 2 to a 1, keeping the ratio Td/T  fixed.
In order to determine the e↵ect of the interactions to the DM overdensities in this regime
we need to write down the linearized evolution equations for the overdensities including the
interactions between the DM and DR fluids. In what follows we follow [140] and work in
Conformal Newtonian gauge. We study a simplified scenario in which all the SM radiation
is made up by photons and all matter is made of dark matter. We treat the photons as a
perfect fluid (zero viscosity), since this is a good approximation before recombination, and
since after recombination photons contribute a negligible amount to the energy density and
thus to the evolution of DM overdensities. In Fourier space the equations for the DM and
DR overdensities are
 ˙DM =  ✓DM + 3 ˙
✓˙DM =   a˙
a
✓DM + a⌧
 1
c (✓DR   ✓DM ) + k2 
 ˙DR =  4
3
✓DR + 4 ˙
✓˙DR = k
2  DR
4
+ k2 +
3
4
⇢DM
⇢DR
a⌧ 1c (✓DM   ✓DR) ,
(4.9)
where the dot represent derivative with respect to conformal time, ⇢DM and ⇢DR are the
average energy densities of DM and DR respectively and  X and ✓X are related to the over-
density and velocity divergency in fluid X. We have also set the two metric perturbations
equal because we are treating the photons and dark radiation as ideal fluids (no anisotropic
stress) and did not include neutrinos which have sizable anisotropic stresses. The interac-
tion between dark matter and dark radiation is encoded in the coe cient ⌧ 1c [141], which
under the same approximations used in Eq. 4.8 is given by
⌧ 1c =
↵2d log 1/↵d
36⇡
T 2d
M 
(4.10)
The e↵ect of the interactions for di↵erent values of ↵d can be seen in Figure 4.5, where we
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fixed the M  = 1TeV and N = 2. One sees that for ↵d = 10 7 there is a large suppression
in the power spectrum for modes with k > 10 2Mpc 1 as expected since in this case DM
is in equilibrium with the dark radiation bath. We see that there is a smaller suppression
of the power spectrum for ↵d < 10 7.5, also for modes with k > 10 2Mpc 1.
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Figure 4.5: Power spectrum including the DM-DR interactions normalized by the CDM
power spectrum. The black dotted curve corresponds to ↵d = 10 7, the green dashed curve
corresponds to ↵d = 10 7.5 and the red line corresponds to ↵d = 10 8. The power spectrum
was defined as proportional to  2DM at a = 10
 3.
Currently there is tension between Planck data and Small Scale Structure data [114, 119,
120]. One measure of the power spectrum for small scales is  8, which is a measurement of
the matter fluctuations in spheres of radius of 8h 1Mpc. This tension helps drive Plancks fit
for Neff and H0 to lower values, since larger values of those parameters leads to an increase
in Plancks prediction for  8 (due to an increase in the total matter density). Therefore a
reduction of the power spectrum at small scales due to DM-DR interactions can alleviate
tension between Planck and LSS data and also potentially allow larger values of Neff , as
is required to account for the dark gluons. An increase in Neff requires increasing H0 in
order to keep the position of the acoustic peaks fixed [114, 134–136]. Increasing Plancks fit
for H0 also lead to better agreement between Planck and Super Nova data [114]. A more
quantitative statement about this issue requires a including non-Abelian dark radiation to
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a full Boltzmann code and is left to future work.
4.5 Conclusions
In this work we have studied a new type of dark sector, consisting of a SU(2)W triplet
dark matter charged under an unbroken dark SU(N)d gauge theory. We focused on the
scenario in which the confinement scale of the SU(N)d is much smaller then the current
CMB temperature.
We studied the changes in the usual WIMP searches (direct and indirect detection and
collider searches) that are related to the fact that dark matter comes in dark color multiplets.
This multiplicity leads to color factors that enhance pair production and decrease pair
annihilation. The main e↵ect of this is that the DM mass required in order to get the
right abundance decreases by
p
2N . It also increases the collider cross-section, making this
type of dark matter within easy reach of the proposed 100 TeV collider. The decrease in
mass and in annihilation cross-section also removes the current tension between thermally
produced SU(2)W triplet dark matter and H.E.S.S data.
We studied the dark gluons contribution to the Neff measured by Planck. This con-
strained N to be at most 3. We also argued that because of its self interactions the dark
gluons leave an imprint in the CMB distinct from that of free-streaming fluids like neutri-
nos or dark photons. This can be used to distinguish between the two types of radiation if
future experiments measure a non-zero contribution to Neff .
We also studied the e↵ects of the interactions between dark matter and dark radiation
in the power spectrum. We found that for ↵d & 10 7 this interactions lead to a large
suppression of the power spectrum of modes entering the horizon before matter radiation
equality and thus such couplings are ruled out. On the other hand, for ↵ < 10 7 the
interactions lead to a smooth decrease in the power spectrum of small scale modes, which
can potentially solve the discrepancy between Planck and small scale structure data and the
discrepancy between Planck’s and Supernova measurements of H0. Further investigation of
this is left to future work.
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A Ultraviolet Complete Axigluon Models
In this Appendix we present two complete models for the axigluon and discuss their con-
nection to the simplified models described in section 2.4. In both models the axigluon arises
from the breaking of a larger gauge group SU(3) ⇥ SU(3) to the diagonal SU(3), which
corresponds to the QCD gauge group. The first model has a parity symmetry built in under
which the axigluon is odd. Parity ensures that the light quarks have axial couplings to the
axigluon. In this model all particles couple to the axigluon with couplings that are bounded
by gs. In the second model there is no parity symmetry and getting axial couplings to the
axigluon requires fine tuning. On the other hand it is easy to introduce particles with large
couplings to the axigluon. This is desirable because if these particles are light then the
axigluon can have a large partial width to decay to them as required in models A and B in
Section 2.4.
A.1 Parity symmetric two site model
  
  
  
  
SU(3)L SU(3)R
Q, U¯ , D¯
U  , D 
U,D
Q , Q¯
 
Figure A.1: Moose diagram for the parity symmetric two site model.
This model can be described by the diagram in Figure A.1. There are two SU(3) groups
with equal gauge couplings. There is a scalar field   which is a fundamental under SU(3)L
and an anti-fundamental of SU(3)R. The Q is a left-handed Weyl fermion transforming as a
fundamental of SU(3)L, and it has the same electroweak quantum numbers as the SM quark
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doublets. The fields U and D are right-handed Weyl fermions, transform as fundamentals
of SU(3)R and have the electroweak quantum numbers of the up-type and down-type SM
quark singlets. In addition, there are vector-like partners for each of these fields, e.g. (U 0, U)
are the partners of U . The primed fields are fundamentals under the opposite SU(3) and
have the same chirality and electroweak quantum numbers as their unprimed partners.
The barred fields have the same chirality and the opposite gauge quantum numbers as the
primed fields so that, for example, U 0 and U can have a mass term MUU 0.
This model has a parity symmetry which corresponds to flipping the diagram in Fig-
ure A.1, e.g., Q $ (U,D) and AL $ AR. Clearly this cannot be an exact symmetry
because Q and (U,D) have di↵erent electroweak quantum numbers (the same reason why
parity is not a good symmetry of the SM). Nonetheless, we assume that it is a symmetry
of the extended strong interactions and corrections due to the weak interactions are small
(suppressed by a loop factor).
The gauge groups are broken to the diagonal by the VEV of the scalar, h i = f I3⇥3.
This gives a mass mA =
p
2gf to the anti-symmetric combination Aµ = 1p
2
(AµL  AµR) and
leaves the symmetric combination massless. The massive vector Aµ is the axigluon and the
massless one the gluon Gµ. Fields charged under SU(3)L/R couple to the axigluon with
couplings ±gs = ±g/
p
2.
In order to get suppressed couplings of the SM quarks to axigluons we now introduce
mixing between the fermions. Since the fermions and their partners have opposite sign
couplings to the axigluon any linear combination of the two will have a reduced coupling.
The mixing is obtained by adding a Yukawa coupling involving the link field   in addition
to the Dirac mass of U 0 with U , e.g.
L = U  MU 0 +   U + h.c.. (A.1)
After plugging in the VEV for   one sees that the combination UH = cos↵U 0+sin↵U gets
a mass MHQ =
p
M2 +  2f2 with U , where tan↵ =  f/M . The orthogonal combination
USM = cos↵U   sin↵U 0 remains massless and corresponds to the SM quark; it eventually
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gets a mass from the SM Higgs VEV via Yukawa couplings which we have not explicitly
displayed here.
The couplings of the mass eigenstates to the axigluon are given by
L = gsAaµ
h
cos(2↵)U †H 
µT aUH   cos(2↵)U †SMT aUSM   sin(2↵)(U †H µUSM + h.c.)
i
. (A.2)
We see that the axigluon coupling to SM quarks is gA = gs cos 2↵. By choosing appro-
priate values for ↵ we can obtain gA ' 0.3   0.5 as required to explain the tt¯ asymmetry.
The couplings of the axigluon to SM quarks are automatically axial as long as the mass and
Yukawa terms A.1 for the left-handed, Q and right-handed fermions (U,D) and their respec-
tive partners respect the parity symmetry. The axigluon also has mixed coupling allowing
transition between a SM quark and its heavy quark partner with gmix =   sin(2↵)gs, the
couplings satisfy the relation g2s = g
2
A + g
2
mix.
To summarize, this extension of the SM contains an axigluon with mass 2gsf . The SM
quarks get their masses from the Higgs VEV as usual and couple axially to the axigluon
with coupling gA = gs cos(2↵). The model contains heavy partner quarks1 with masses
MHQ =
p
M2 +  2f2. The axigluon has mixed couplings to SM quarks and their heavy
partners with gmix =  gs sin(2↵). It also couples to two heavy quarks with couplings  gA
(to UH) and gs (to U).
A.1.1 Connection with the simplified models of Section 2.4
The model discussed in this section provides a good skeleton for building complete versions
of the simplified models C and D presented in Section 2.4. The coupling  m between the
axigluon, a quark and its heavy partner is fixed to be gmix =  gs sin(2↵). Because this
coupling is bounded by gs one needs multiple flavors of heavy quarks being lighter than the
axigluon in order to generate a large enough partial decay width of axigluons to quarks and
their heavy partners.
1As it stands this model has gauge anomalies. The anomalies can easily be cancelled with additional
chiral fermions which are vector-like under the SM gauge group. Their mass must be proportional to the  
VEV and is bounded by 4⇡f . Therefore these fermions can be pair-produced at the LHC. For simplicity, we
assumed that they are too heavy to play a role in axigluon phenomenology.
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As discussed in the Lagrangian description of scenario C we choose all partners of the
1st and 2nd generation right-handed quarks to be degenerate and light, this corresponds
to 4 heavy quarks lighter than the axigluon. Notice that this explicitly breaks the parity
symmetry in the axigluon sector, since we are treating the partners of U ’s andD’s di↵erently
than the partners of Q’s. This leads to some fine-tuning in order to preserve the purely axial
couplings of the axigluon to SM quarks. Models with more sophisticated flavor structure
than the one presented here might allow one to preserve the parity symmetry. We did not
pursue this issue further in this thesis.
If the “axion”, ⌘, which is a component of the link field  , is given a mass larger than
that of the lightest heavy quark than one has an implementation of model C. If the axion
is lighter than the heavy quark one has an implementation of model D, with the couplings
of ⌘ to SM quarks induced by the Yukawa interaction in Eq. A.1.
A.2 Asymmetric two site model
Figure A.2: Moose diagram for the asymmetric two site model.
This model can be described by the diagram in Figure A.2. The axigluon also arises
from the breaking SU(3)1⇥SU(3)2 ! SU(3)Color. However in this case the gauge couplings
are not equal and thus the linear combinations corresponding to the gluon and the axigluon
are no longer symmetric and anti-symmetric in A1 and A2. Defining tan  = g/G we have
Gµ = cos Aµ1 + sin A
µ
2 , A
µ = sin Aµ1   cos Aµ2 . (A.3)
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The axigluon mass is mA =
p
g2 +G2f , and the strong coupling is given by gs =
gGp
g2+G2
.
In this model there are left-handed fermions Q and right-handed fermions U,D all
charged under SU(3)1. They end up with couplings to the axigluon given by
g
Ggs which
can be made smaller than gs simply by taking g < G. This is nice because small axigluon
couplings are needed to explain the tt¯ asymmetry. The problem is that the couplings
are purely vectorial. This can be fixed by introducing fermion mixing. For definiteness
we choose to only mix the right-handed fermions U, D with right-handed heavy fermions
U 0, D0 charged under SU(3)2. The massless combinations which are identified with the SM
fields are USM = cos↵U   sin↵U 0 and DSM = cos↵D   sin↵D0. Their couplings to the
axigluon are given by
gRA = gs
✓
g
G
cos2 ↵  G
g
sin2 ↵
◆
, (A.4)
where ↵ is the mixing angle between unprimed and primed fields. We see that by fine-tuning
the mixing angle so that sin↵ =
p
2g/
p
g2 +G2 =
p
2gs/G one can obtain axial couplings
between the axigluon and the SM quarks.
Notice that any particle which is charged only under SU(3)2 couples to the axigluon
with coupling  gsG/g. Therefore one can easily introduce particles that couple strongly to
the axigluon by making them charged under SU(3)2. This allows for a large decay width
of the axigluon to such particles if they are lighter than the axigluon.
The Lagrangian describing the couplings of the axigluon to the gluon is then
L =  1
2
tr(Fµ⌫Fµ⌫) +m
2
Atr(A
µAµ) + igstr (Gµ⌫ [A
µ, A⌫ ])
+ igs
✓
g
G
  G
g
◆
tr (Fµ⌫ [A
µ, A⌫ ]) +
g2s
2
✓
1 +
(G2   g2)2
G2g2
◆
tr
 
[Aµ, A⌫ ]
2
 
,
(A.5)
where Gµ⌫ is the gluon field strength and Fµ⌫ = DµA⌫ D⌫Aµ is the axigluon field strength.
The third term in the equation above is the  -term of Eq. 2.2 with   = 1 as required by
unitarity. The fourth term contains a triple axigluon vertex and is absent in the parity
symmetric limit when g = G.
This model is another example of a UV completion for the axigluon model. The mass of
the axigluon is given by mA =
p
g2 +G2 f . In addition to the SM quarks there are heavy
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vector-like partners for all right-handed SM quarks (note that this was an arbitrary choice,
there could instead be partners for the left-handed quarks or for both). The couplings of
SM quarks to the axigluon are naturally suppressed, but in order to obtain axial couplings
one needs to fine tune the quark mixing angle ↵. Despite this ugly fine tuning this model
has a few advantages over the previous one: it requires a smaller number of extra particles,
one can easily introduce decay channels with large partial widths for the axigluon, and the
fermion assignments are automatically anomaly free.
A.2.1 Connection with the simplified models of Section 2.4
Using the construction described in this section one can easily implement a complete ver-
sion of models A and B of Section 2.4, which require large couplings of new intermediate
resonances to the axigluon. To implement Model B we take the mass of the heavy partner
of the bottom quark to be smaller than half the axigluon mass and all other heavy quarks
heavier than the axigluon. We also choose sin↵ =
p
2gs/G. The couplings of the axigluon
to the heavy quarks defined in Eq. 2.4 are then
 H = gs
G
g
✓
2
g2
G2
  1
◆
,  H = gs
G
g
,  mix = gs
r
2  2g
2
G2
. (A.6)
We see that one automatically has a large coupling (since we are taking G > g ) of the
axigluon to two heavy quarks as required in model B.
In order to implement model A one assumes that all heavy quarks are heavier than
the axigluon, so that it cannot decay to heavy quarks. Then one includes an additional
scalar ⇡ which is an adjoint of SU(3)2 and not charged under SU(3)1. After the breaking
SU(3)1 ⇥ SU(3)2 ! SU(3)Color the scalar becomes an adjoint of the QCD gauge group as
described in model A. Because it is charged under SU(3)2 one finds that it’s coupling to the
axigluon,  A of Eq. 2.3, is given by  gsG/g and thus is automatically enhanced compared
to the QCD coupling. In order for the scalar to decay we introduce the dimension 5 operator
tr (⇡Gµ⌫Gµ⌫) which couples the scalar to two gluons. This operator may be generated by
integrating out an additional vector-like pair of fermions charged under SU(3)2 which have
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Yukawa coupling to ⇡. These fields could be very heavy so that their only phenomenological
consequence is the dimension 5 scalar decay operator.
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B Constraints on Axigluons from Dijet Resonance Searches
In this Appendix we consider dijet constraints1 on axigluon models from UA2 and Tevatron.
Since the axigluon can be produced from a qq initial state it can also decay into qq giving
rise to dijet events. Assuming that the axigluon couplings to quarks are flavor-universal
(gqA = g
t
A), the dijet cross section depends on the same parameters mA,↵A, A as the
tt asymmetry and strong constraints can be obtained. In particular, from Table 2.1 and
Figure B.1 we see that couplings gA in the range 0.3 to 0.45 lead to the desired 10% tt¯
asymmetry from NP. For such small couplings the axigluon width  A = 5/(24⇡)g2AmA is
always negligible (the experimental resolution is on the order of 10%) and narrow resonance
searches apply. In Figure B.1 we compare the limits obtained from dijet resonance searches
by UA2 [61] and CDF [62] to contours of constant tt¯ asymmetry. To obtain these limits we
computed the axigluon-mediated dijet cross sections to leading order using MadGraph and
compared with the cross section limits quoted by the experiments. We see that over the
whole range of masses where searches are available (140-400 GeV) this simplest axigluon
explanation of the tt¯ asymmetry is inconsistent with dijet constraints. One also sees that the
limits are relatively weak for axigluon masses near 280 GeV. Until recently this would have
motivated flavor non-universal axigluon models with reduced couplings to first generation
quarks and enhanced couplings to top quark to compensate. However such models have
been ruled out by LHC searches for pair production of heavy resonances which decay to
dijets as discussed in Section 2.3.
1For a recent comprehensive review of dijet constraints from hadron colliders see [142].
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Figure B.1: Contours of constant tt¯ asymmetry from axigluon exchange (thin black) versus
upper limits on the axigluon coupling gA from dijet searches at UA2 (dashed red) and CDF
(solid red).
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C Axigluons and Unitarity
In this Appendix we discuss unitarity constraints on axigluon couplings and demonstrate
potential pitfalls with an explicit example (Fig. C.1). Axigluons are massive vector bosons,
and in a weakly coupled theory they must arise from a spontaneously broken gauge sym-
metry. The broken symmetry imposes relations between the coe cients of di↵erent terms
in the Lagrangian which ensure cancellations between di↵erent diagrams when computing
scattering amplitudes. These cancellations are required to prevent scattering amplitudes
from becoming unphysically large at high energies and spoil unitarity. This is very familiar
from the SM where the e+e  ! W+W  scattering amplitudes from individual diagrams
diverge at high energies but are well-behaved once summed together.
In multijet searches unitarity constraints can become especially relevant because many
analyses require hard cuts to jet energies in order to suppress QCD backgrounds. These
analyses are only sensitive to the high energy tail of axigluon pair production. If one uses
an inconsistent model in which unitarity is violated or leaves out some diagrams in the
computation of the axigluon signal this tail can be overestimated by orders of magnitude.
At the LHC, to leading order there are two independent axigluon pair production modes.
First, axigluons can be produced from a gg initial state as in Fig. 2.5. As discussed in
Section III. this cross section is unitary as long as one includes the contribution from
the tr (Gµ⌫ [Aµ, A⌫ ])-term in Eq. 2.2 with   = 1. This term arises automatically in UV-
completions of the theory, e.g. in the models of Appendix A and the two and three site
models discussed in [12].
The second axigluon pair production mode at the LHC is from quark-antiquark colli-
sions as in Fig. 2.6. At the 7 or 8 TeV LHC this mode is much smaller than the gg initiated
mode except for events with very high invariant mass, when the qq parton luminosities
become larger than the gg luminosities. Nonetheless the qq initial state can be very im-
portant because many experimental analyses impose hard cuts suppress QCD background.
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Figure C.1: Leading order di↵erential cross sections for pair production of a 200 GeV
axigluon as a function of axigluon pT at the 7 TeV LHC. The black curve corresponds to
a consistent model that includes 150 GeV heavy quarks partners of 1st and 2nd generation
quarks and with   = 1. The red dashed curve corresponds to a model that includes the 150
GeV heavy quarks but with   = 0. The blue dotted curve corresponds to a model without
heavy quarks and with   = 1. In all 3 models we set gA = 0 and the coupling between a
quark and its heavy partner to be equal to gs.
Phenomenological studies for such analyses must employ simulations with both gg and qq
initial states, and one must be careful to use a model with consistent quark couplings to
axigluons. As we explain in the following paragraphs this requires the existence of new
heavy fermions, and their contributions to axigluon pair production at high energies cannot
be ignored.
We showed in section III that the coupling of axigluons to SM quarks must be less
than the QCD gauge coupling gs in order to explain the tt¯ asymmetry. Small axial cou-
plings of axigluons to quarks can be obtained through fermion mixing thus requiring heavy
fermion partners (to mix with). These heavy fermions contribute to axigluon pair produc-
tion through t-channel exchange as shown in Fig. 2.6 (c). Neglecting these contributions
produces unphysical cross-sections which violate unitarity. Moreover, in the absence of a
parity symmetry there is also a contribution from a vertex with 3 axigluons as shown in
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Fig. 2.6 (d).
In Fig. C.1 we show the cross sections for axigluon pair production at the LHC for the
parity symmetric model of Appendix A (black curve) and for two inconsistent models (blue
and red curves). The plot illustrates the unphysical growth of amplitudes in inconsistent
models. The blue curve corresponds to a model with   = 1 but without heavy partners
for the light quarks. Hence the contribution from the diagram in Fig. 2.6 (c) is missing,
and there is a large enhancement of the partonic cross section qq¯ ! AA at high energies
(the cross section falls after convolution with the parton distribution functions but the
amplitude actually grows in this model). In Fig. C.1 this results in an increase by more
than a order of magnitude of the axigluon pair production cross section at high pT . The red
curve corresponds to a model that includes heavy quark partners consistently but which
has   = 0. In this model both the gg ! AA and qq¯ ! AA amplitudes violate unitarity
at high energies. In addition, the coupling proportional to   also has an important e↵ect
on the gg ! AA amplitude at low energies so that setting   = 0 results in a significant
underestimate of the cross section near threshold.
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